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Letter of Transmittal

October 12, 2010

Operations Service Assessment Committee
City of Manistee

OSA Committee:
Pursuant to your request, we are submitting herewith our report on Benchmarking
the City of Manistee. The study draws upon the operational service audit conducted
for your committee and the City of Manistee by Matrix Consulting Group to compare
the city’s operations to that of several peer cities. Additionally, where appropriate
we have drawn upon earlier work of CRC to suggest how other local governments in
Michigan are using alternative methods for the delivery of services.
We want to express our appreciation to the administration of your city and the
administration of your peer cities for their full cooperation and assistance throughout
the study. We will be pleased to provide such additional information or assistance as
may be desired.

Respectfully submitted

Eric W. Lupher
Director of Local Affairs
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BENCHMARKING THE CITY OF MANISTEE
The 2001 and “Great Recession” of 2008 have hurt Michigan more than any other state in the
union. Local governments across the state are being forced to reevaluate their operations, service delivery methods, and finances. The City of Manistee has engaged in an exercise to collect
information to help it strategically adapt to the rising cost of service delivery, severe reductions
in unrestricted state revenue sharing, and stagnant property tax revenue growth. For the City
of Manistee, this effort began with an operational service assessment that is now being complimented with a study to benchmark Manistee against several peer cities.
The report that follows compares the City of Manistee to its peer cities in three areas:
1. How does the city compare in its ability to fund governmental services? These questions
related to tax rate, tax base, and projected economic plight of Manistee compared to its
peer cities.
2. Should recommendations from a recent operational service assessment be pursued? In
2009, the City of Manistee contracted with Matrix Consulting Group to perform an operational service assessment. The results from that project were provided to the Citizens
Research Council of Michigan with a simple question: Are other Michigan cities of similar
size engaged in the practices recommended for Manistee?
3. Service delivery methods will be assessed to provide Manistee policymakers an opportunity to evaluate collaborating and/or contracting for governmental services as a budgetary solution.

The City of Manistee
Manistee was incorporated in 1869 and today is a 3.3 square mile city located on the eastern
shore of Lake Michigan. Located among the Manistee River between Lake Michigan and Manistee Lake, the city had a 2000 population of 6,586.

The Matrix Consulting Group Report
The report that follows is a follow-up to an operational service assessment of the City of Manistee that was conducted by the Matrix Consulting Group. Manistee has conducted several
benchmarking studies in prior years and according to the request for proposals issued by the
city, saw the operational service assessment as an opportunity to:
“sustain, provide and develop City services in the most economically efficient manner, in keeping
with the vision of the City to be a “community of choice on the northwest Michigan coastline.
This project will focus on departmental efficiencies, consolidation, collaboration with other entities, potential outsourcing of services, and a long term reorganization recommendations for the
Departments of Public Works, Police Department and Fire/EMS Department; and other departments as may be determined to be beneficial.”

Citizens Research Council of Michigan
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As is reflected in the report that follows, the Matrix Consulting Group report covered many aspects of city service provision: generally focusing on the organizational structure of the city, the
appropriate utilization of technology, and the placement of responsibility for specific tasks.
The operational service assessment focused on current and future organizational structure and
functions of the city and an internal assessment of current operating practices and techniques,
utilization of personnel and equipment, and overall effectiveness of city operation. To a lesser
extent The Matrix Consulting Group report explored opportunities for collaboration and economies of scale, and opportunities for outsourcing.
To carry out the operational service assessment, Matrix Consulting Group:
•

Interviewed senior management of each department under review and select employees
throughout the organization

•

Surveyed all employees

•

Conducted two citizens meetings and surveyed citizens, and

•

Collected data documenting workload, processing times, service levels, and operational
practices

The assessment and recommendations cover most aspects of city operations including:
•

The city manager’s office

•

Internal and external aspect of financial operations

•

Property assessing

•

Department of Public Works operations

•

Street Sweeping

•

Monitoring city infrastructure, including sidewalks, parks and playground equipment, and
water and sewer mains

•

The Waste Water Treatment Plant operations

•

Police and Fire Department policies, procedures, and operations

•

Operation of the Ramsdell Treatre

•

Refuse Collection

CRC’s Observations on the Matrix Consulting Group Report
The Citizens Research Council of Michigan applauds the City of Manistee for the foresight and
progressive approach to maximizing the use of taxpayer dollars by contracting for a city-wide
departmental operational service assessment. Likewise, we congratulate Matrix Consulting
Group for the comprehensive report that was submitted.
CRC found the departmental reviews to be thorough and the assessments and suggested improvements consistent with best practices in other Michigan cities.

Citizens Research Council of Michigan
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Similarly, we have reviewed the recommendations and support city leaders taking a considered
approach to their implementation. While we have no disagreements with the recommendations, we wish to comment on two issues relative to the section entitled “Analysis of Organizational Structure, Operations, and Service Provision.”

The Michigan Economy
First, late in the section, Matrix Consulting Group evaluated future staffing needs based upon
the current services provided and known changes in “demographics, regulatory environment,
and services provided.” The Matrix Consulting Group report rightly concluded that there were
no known issues that might lead to changes in service levels or staffing levels within departments. Neither a major development has been identified for the Manistee area, nor is a tsunami expected to off of Lake Michigan, nor is there another single event that will create an immediate need for change. However, the Matrix Consulting Group’s focus on demographic,
regulatory, and service needs does not take into consideration the troubled environment for
municipal finance in Michigan that will make it harder for Manistee and most other Michigan cities to continue operating as they have into the future.
Michigan has now experienced nine years of prolonged economic recession. Over that period,
the state has lost one in five jobs, with more losses projected in the short term. Per capita personal income in Michigan has fallen to 87 percent of the U.S. average.
Not all parts of the state have been affected equally by this recession. The concentrated loss of
jobs in the manufacturing sector, with three of four automotive sector jobs lost, has affected
urban and southern parts of the state to a far greater extent than northern Michigan. Still, the
impact that the economy is having on Michigan’s system of funding local government with
property taxes and state revenue sharing means that change is necessary.
Property Taxes. The property tax has long been the primary source of funding for Michigan
local governments. The relative stability governments enjoy from steady growth in the tax base
and lack of volatility caused by variations in past business cycles have made the property tax a
stalwart for local government funding in Michigan.
The property tax has not provided stability or avoided volatility in the current recession. In this
downturn the loss of property values was a leading cause of the “Great Recession.” With property values over priced, and other financial instruments structured pegged to the growth in
property values, the housing bubble burst had ramifications far beyond the depressed real estate markets and escalated rates of foreclosure that currently plague Michigan. Compounding
this problem in Michigan was the tremendous job loss and the inability of home owners to make
payments on over-valued properties. Local governments throughout Michigan have experienced declining tax bases and, most recently, declines in property tax revenues. This problem
has played itself out in many Northern Michigan cities as people with second homes have chosen to forego payments on those properties before cutting back on their first homes.
Charts 7 and 8 in this report point to how this problem is playing itself out for Manistee and its
peer cities. In 1994, the tax base for property taxes was changed to provide relief to taxpayers.
Since that change, the taxable values of individual parcels of property have been limited in their
growth to the rate of inflation (or five percent, whichever is less). Although local governments
suffered when growth in property values went untaxed during expansion periods, such a system
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allows local governments to benefit when property sales cause the taxable values to revert to
their assessed values and when properties are developed and are added to the tax roles. Additionally, communities should not lose revenue during periods of contraction because the untapped property values serve as a reservoir of tax base that can be tapped when property values do not grow. Manistee must maintain itself as an attractive place to locate businesses,
home, and second homes to benefit from this system to the fullest extent possible. Many
communities have benefited from new development adding to their tax bases, but with the city
92 percent built out, there is limited opportunity for new development to supplement Manistee‘s
tax roles.
Chart 7 shows that growth in property values as measured by state equalized value has stalled
and several peer cities have experienced decline in recent years. This recession has been so
prolonged and the decline in property values so severe that the reservoirs of untapped property
value that should help local governments through difficult times have been fully consumed and
now cities are experiencing declines in taxable values as well (See Chart 8).
State Revenue Sharing. The prolonged recession also has greatly affected the state budget,
leading to cuts in state revenue sharing payments to local governments. Since the 1930s, the
state has shared with local governments revenues from taxes that either preempted local taxes
or that were enacted with an agreement that a percent of revenues would be shared. As the
state has struggled to balance its own budget, it has diverted for other state purposes more
than $2.1 billion that would otherwise be dedicated to the revenue sharing program. This diversion has resulted in a cumulative loss of $350,000 in funding to the City of Manistee. Given
the state’s financial outlook, it is not likely those revenue sharing payments will be resumed any
time soon.
The Future. Even when the current recession ends, the limited growth in property tax revenues and state revenue sharing may not be sufficient to keep pace with cost drivers such as the
cost of healthcare benefits, rising fuel prices, and other rising costs.
Matrix Consulting Group is on point by saying that no significant demographic, regulatory, or
service provision issues pose immediate threats to services or staffing levels. The city does,
however, need to be cognizant of the municipal finance problems that challenge all local governments in Michigan. These problems have been brewing for several years, but they are
reaching full boil and will become worse in the coming years before things turn for the better.

Benchmarking
Second, Matrix Consulting Group recommended reforms based on best practices of other cities
and now this report benchmarks Manistee against Michigan cities of similar size. While benchmarking is valuable as a tool to look at how services are currently provided, benchmarking cannot be used to look at how Manistee and local governments throughout Michigan are going to
provide services in the new Michigan economy.
Michigan and its local governments are in the process of defining a new “normal”. The past
level of governmental services that residents have become accustomed will be difficult to maintain without either drastic changes to the tax structure or new funding mechanisms. For most
local governments, the remedies range from reducing or eliminating services to identifying alternative methods of delivering those services.

Citizens Research Council of Michigan
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Benchmarking Manistee
The report that follows will put the City of Manistee in context with its peer cities by reporting
responses to a benchmarking questionnaire that was sent to these cities. Most of the questions
investigate whether similarly sized cities were operating in a manner as suggested by the Matrix
Consulting Group operational service assessment. The Citizens Research Council of Michigan
and the City of Manistee, and the Operational Service Assessment committee thank the peer
cities for their cooperation in providing information.

The Peer Cities
For the purpose of benchmarking the City of Manistee, CRC sought cities roughly equal in population that are located away from other cities or major population centers. The following cities
participated in benchmarking the City of Manistee:
Table 1
Peer Cities Land Area and 2000 Population
Land Area
2000
(Sq. Miles)
Population
City
Traverse City
8.1
14,532
Alpena
8.5
11,304
Cadillac
6.7
10,000
Albion
4.2
9,144
St. Joseph
3.4
8,789
Ludington
3.3
8,357
Manistee
3.3
6,586
Petoskey
3.3
6,080
Springfield
3.8
5,189
Charlevoix
2.0
2,994

Population
Density
1,794.1
1,329.9
1,492.5
2,177.1
2,585.0
2,532.4
1,995.8
1,842.4
1,365.5
1,497.0

Source: 2000 Census, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.

With a 2000 population of 6,586, Manistee ranked 7th among the 10 cities.
Of the 9 peer cities, 6 are larger in geographic area than is Manistee at 3.3 square miles. Petoskey and Ludington also are 3.3 square miles in size and Charlevoix is smaller.
Only St. Joseph and Ludington have greater population density than Manistee. This reflects the
number of people in the city per square mile of city.
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Population Trends
Total Population
Springfield (+29.9 percent) and Cadillac (+0.1 percent) are the only cities among the 10 that
gained population between 1970 and 2000. It was more common for these cities to lose population during this period. With a population loss of 14.7 percent since 1970, Manistee ranked
fifth in the amount of loss (See Chart 1).
Six of the cities are expecting that their population will decline when the census numbers are
released next year. Cadillac and Petoskey are expecting negligible change, and Springfield is
expecting the city population to increase. If the projections hold true, only Charlevoix (which
expects to lose 11.7 percent of its population) will lose more people than Manistee (which expects to lose 8.3 percent).
Chart 1
Population Change in Peer Cities, 1970-2010
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Population Shifts/Sprawl
While the population trends over these four decades generally trended down for all of these cities, the cities’ population as a percent of the total county population consistently showed decline (See Chart 2). In 1970, 11.5 percent of the Manistee County population resided in the
City of Manistee. By 2000, that percentage had declined to 8.1 percent; a decline of 3.3 percentage points. Only Charlevoix (4.9 percentage point shift) and Petoskey (4.6 percentage
point shift) had more of a decline relative to the total county population.
This shift shows that while city populations were steady or declining, and while these cities attempted to maintain municipal services, the populations of surrounding townships were growing. Many of the residents in surrounding areas continue to work within these hub cities. Residents in the surrounding areas use city roads and consume city services such as parks or
beaches, but do not contribute to the tax bases to sustain those services. These cities cannot
easily alter service delivery to reflect the population shifts to less developed areas of each
county.
Chart 2
City Population as Percent of Total County Population for Peer Cities, 1970-2000
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Households
Not everything cities do can be measured by the populations served. Garbage collection is
measured by the number of properties served. Snow plowing is measured by the number of
street miles. Many other examples can be cited.
All of the cities increased the number of households per square mile from 1970 to 2000 (See
Chart 3). Manistee ranked sixth among the 10 cities during this period with a gain of 160
housing units per square mile. This increase reflects economic development, but it also reflects
an increase in the parcels consuming public safety, refuse collection, and other city services.
Chart 3
Change in Number of Household Units per Square Mile for Peer Cities, 1970 - 2000
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Tax Rates
At 16.9457 mills, Manistee city taxes are levied at the highest rate among all of the peer cities.
The tax rates levied by the peer cities range from a low of 9.0500 mills in Charlevoix to a high
of 16.2316 mills in Alpena (See Chart 4). The average tax rate levied by the peer cities is 13.4
mills and the median levy is 13.8 mills.
Chart 4
Tax Rates Levied by Manistee and Peer Cities, 2008 and 2009
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Beyond the taxes levied by the peer cities, it is significant to compare the total tax rates levied
on properties in each city. Property owners in Michigan are differentiated by the use of the
property for purposes of taxation. Properties that serve as the principal residents of the property owner and agricultural properties are exempt from school operating taxes (which are generally levied at 18 mills). Rental properties, second homes, and all other properties (commercial, industrial, etc.) may not be exempted from school operating taxes. Therefore, we have
provided two measures of the tax rates levied on properties: (1) those receiving the exemption
(PRE-AG) and (2) those paying the full tax rates (Non-PRE/AG).
There is a general sense in the Manistee community that the taxes levied on properties within
the City of Manistee are higher than surrounding areas and higher than most of the peer cities.
It is perceived that this is a detriment to economic development and retention of residents and
businesses.
Chart 5 shows the tax rates levied by all jurisdictions in Manistee County. These tax rates reflect millages levied by the local jurisdictions (city, village, and township), the county, the school
districts (for the sake of simplicity, the township tax rates include only the tax levied by the
school district that serves the majority of each township), the intermediate school district, as
well as any millages levied by special authorities. Residents of the city do in fact pay taxes at
higher rates than in any other jurisdiction of the county. The taxes paid by Manistee taxpayers
are on average 7.5 mills higher than those paid by residents of the five villages (ranging from
3.4 mills higher than those paid in the Village of Bear Lake to 11.5 mills higher than those paid
in the Village of East Lake). The taxes paid by Manistee taxpayers are on average 14.3 mills
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higher than those paid by resident of the 14 townships (ranging from 10.6 mills higher than
those paid in Maple Grove Township to 20.5 mills higher than those paid in Springdale Township).
The fact that residents of the City of Manistee pay higher taxes than surrounding township and
village residents is to be expected. The city provides far more services than any of those jurisdictions and those services cost money to provide. That money is raised predominantly through
taxes.
Chart 5
Total Tax Levy by All Taxing Jurisdictions in Manistee County, 2008 and 2009
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Source: Manistee County Equalization Department, www.manisteecountymi.gov/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=123&Itemid=156 (accessed September 17, 2010).
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Chart 6 compares the total tax rates levied on properties in Manistee to those levied on properties in the peer cities. Taxpayers in Albion, Springfield, and Cadillac all pay taxes at higher
total rates than do the taxpayers in Manistee, but the total tax rate in the other six peer cities
are all lower than in Manistee. At 40.3799 mills (58.3799 for non-PRE/AG properties), the 2009
total tax levy in Manistee was above the 38.5 mill (56.5 for non-PRE/AG properties) average for
all of the peer cities and the 37.9 mill (55.9 for non-PRE/AG properties) median tax levy.
Chart 6
Total Tax Levy by All Taxing Jurisdictions in Manistee and Peer Cities, 2008 and
2009
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Tax Base
In Michigan, two values are used to measure the value of property subject to ad valorem taxation. The state equalized value (SEV) is calculated at approximately 50 percent of the true cash
value of each property. The taxable value (TV) for each parcel is calculated by adjusting the
SEV in the first year of ownership by the rate of inflation in each ensuing year until ownership
transfers again. Upon transfers in ownership, the measure of taxable value for that parcel is
reset to the state equalized value.
After many years of steadily appreciating values throughout Michigan, the last five years can be
characterized as flat or negative growth for many of Michigan’s cities. The change in pace of
property value growth was caused by the national housing bubble burst, the mortgage crisis,
the decline of the automotive sector and lost jobs, and the general downturn in the economy.
Indeed, that pattern is reflected in many of Manistee’s peer cities. St. Joseph (29 percent),
Traverse City (14 percent), and Ludington (13 percent) experienced growth in state equalized
value (SEV) from 2006 to 2009. Manistee’s property tax base grew from 2006 to 2008 before
declining in 2009 (a net decline of 3 percent). The other peer cities had very minimal growth in
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SEV over these four years. On average, the state equalized value of these cities grew 6 percent
over these four years. (See Chart 7.)
Chart 7
Change in Total State Equalized Value of Peer Cities, 2006 - 2009
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Source: State Tax Commission, Michigan Department of Treasury.

The taxable value of property in these cities did not fully reflect the paltry growth in state
equalized value experienced during these years (See Chart 8). All of the peer cities continued
to experience growth in taxable value over these years, led by St. Joseph (20 percent), Ludington (17 percent), and Traverse City (16 percent). The 12 percent growth in the taxable value
of Manistee was just above the 10 percent average growth rate for all of the peer cities.
Chart 8
Change in Total Taxable Value of Peer Cities, 2006 - 2009
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Studies have shown that the type of properties comprising municipal tax bases is significant.
Property taxes collected from residential properties generally are not sufficient to pay for the
services the residents of those properties consume (public safety, parks and recreation, garbage
collection, etc.). Commercial and industrial properties, on the other hand, contribute more to
the tax bases than they consume in city services.
Manistee (31.8 percent) has more residential property as a percent of the total than the peer
cities on average (21.2 percent). Conversely, Manistee is has less commercial and industrial
property as a percent of the total than do the peer cities on average. Manistee and the average
of the peer cities both have 8.9 percent of the tax base in personal property (See Chart 9).
Chart 9
Total Taxable Value of Peer Cities by Class of Property, 2009
2009 Taxable Value by Class
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State Revenue Sharing
Michigan has a long history of the state collecting revenues for distribution to local governments
to support their provision of services. In some of these revenue sharing programs, the distributions are restricted for specific programs of statewide importance: such as schools, highways,
courts, and police services. The state also distributes to local governments state-collected tax
dollars that can be used for any purpose: that is, their use is unrestricted.
Originally created to compensate local governments for local taxes that were replaced or preempted by state taxes, the role of state revenue sharing and the amounts shared have grown
as the State has replaced more local taxes with state taxes and preempted local governments
from levying certain taxes. State revenue sharing evolved as a series of state pledges to share
with local governments revenues from several taxes.
However, efforts to deal with the state’s structural budget deficit led state policymakers to retain funds that previously would have been allocated to statutory state revenue sharing in order
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to support other state general fund programs. Since the state began cutting statutory revenue
sharing payments in 2002, over $2.1 billion has been diverted for other state purposes.
Chart 10 shows actual distributions to the peer cities in the state’s Fiscal Year 2007 and projected distributions in the state’s Fiscal Year 2011 (based on May Consensus Revenue Estimating Conference and the Governor's 2011 Executive Budget Recommendation). In each of the
cities it is expected that 2011 distributions will be roughly 15 percent less than what was distributed in 2007.
Chart 10
Unrestricted State Revenue Sharing to Peer Cities, 2007-2011 (projected)
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General Fund
Overall Size of General Fund
The general fund budgets of the peer cities range from Springfield, with a $2.7 million budget,
to Traverse City, with a $14.4 million budget. Manistee’s $5.3 million budget ranks 6th among
these cities and is closest to Ludington’s in absolute size (See Chart 11).
Three cities – Albion, Petoskey, and Traverse City – cut their budgets an average of 8.7 percent
from fiscal year 2008 to fiscal year 2009. The other cities grew their budgets by an average of
1.0 percent in that period. Manistee grew its budget by 3.0 percent between those two years.
Chart 11
Size of General Fund of Peer Cities, 2008 and 2009
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Size of General Fund per Capita
Chart 12 represents the size of each city’s general fund relative to the population served in
each city. Spending in the peer cities ranges from $455 per person in Albion to $1,194 per person in Petoskey. Manistee’s ranking, at $799 per person, doesn’t change from the ranking of
absolute sizes of each city’s general fund.
Chart 12
General Fund per Capita of Peer Cities, 2008 and 2009
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General Fund Balance
The general fund balance represents the residual resources remaining in the general fund upon
completion of the fiscal year. It is a measure of the governments’ ability to meet unexpected
expenses in a given year from available resources. An absolute amount does not hold great
meaning. Rather, general fund balances are usually measured on individual bases as a percent
of the general fund. Similarly, the year-to-year change in the general fund balance reflects actions throughout the year to adjust revenues and/or expenditures to maintain a balanced
budget.
In the two years examined, Manistee maintained the lowest consistent general fund balance as
a percentage of the general fund. The expected fiscal year 2009 ratio for St. Joseph is less
than that for Manistee.
Chart 13
General Fund Balance as a Percentage of General Fund of Peer Cities, 2008 and
2009
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Recap
The 2010 census is expected to show that the City of Manistee has lost population between
2000 and 2010, marking the fourth consecutive decade of population loss. The city has lost 22
percent of its population over the last four decades while the population of Manistee County
outside of the city has grown. Although county residents outside of the city do not pay property taxes to the city, many of them work, shop, and find recreation opportunities within the
city.
The tax burden for property owners in the City of Manistee are relative high when compared to
those paid by taxpayers in the other villages and townships in Manistee County. This is to be
expected as the city provides a much richer menu of services than do any of the other jurisdictions in the county. The overall tax burden for taxpayers in the City of Manistee is close to the
average tax burden paid by taxpayers in Manistee’s peer cities, but the tax rate levied by the
city itself is the highest among all of the peer cities.
Manistee’s property tax base ranks among the lowest of the peer cities. Whether one uses
state equalized value, which provides the truest measure of property wealth, or taxable value,
which reflects the ability of governments to benefit from that property wealth, Manistee ranks
seventh among the 10 comparison cities.
The City of Manistee’s tax base is comprised of residential properties to a greater extent than its
peer cities. Because commercial and industrial properties tend not to consume many of the city
services, they are considered to subsidize residential services. The relative lack of commercial
and industrial properties as a percent of the total puts more pressure on residential properties
in Manistee to fund city government.
Finally, comparisons of the size of the City of Manistee’s general fund with its peers shows the
city spending to be about average.
It seems clear that, at least in the short term, the city may have a difficult time maintaining
spending at the level to which it is accustomed. Michigan’s prolonged economic recession and
the financial troubles brought on by the collapse of the real estate market spell trouble for
Michigan’s local governments. At the same time revenues are stagnant or declining, the cost of
providing city services continues to increase because of health care and other inflationary
causes.
The Matrix Consulting Group operational service assessment provides opportunities to become
more efficient through the city’s operations. While the city is to be applauded for exploring
these opportunities, it may not be enough to keep the city competitive when attracting or retaining people in the city instead of its neighboring communities or when it competes with its
peer cities for business development. A fundamental consideration of the services provided by
the city and the methods of providing those services is necessary at the same time it weighs
the Matrix Consulting Group recommendations.
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Survey Responses
The questionnaire to Manistee’s peer cities included topics relevant to actions the cities have
taken to respond to the economy, benchmarks related to the Matrix Consulting Group operational service assessment, and comparisons of Manistee’s desire to be a destination of choice
for residents, businesses, and tourists.

Coping with the Economy
The peer cities were asked how their cities were changing to cope with the economic contraction that continues to grip this state.
Local governments throughout Michigan are struggling to deal with the housing crisis, state
revenue sharing cuts, etc. What changes in city operations have been made or is the city
contemplating (tax rate increases, staffing cuts, service elimination, etc.)?
Albion – Moved to consolidated dispatch in 2010. Changed to a district library in 2007. Using
an outside private inspection company for construction code inspection (funding by fees).
Alpena – Eliminated city services such as lifeguards, city gardeners, flower planting, contributions to local organizations, reduced brush/lawn debris pick-up, etc. The city also has reduced
employee benefits and wages.
Cadillac – Staff reorganization and departmental restructuring, along with service elimination –
Bldg Department.
Charlevoix – 2010-11 budget was reduced by about $500,000
Petoskey – Program fee increases, millage rate increases, overtime reduction, attrition, solid
waste programs reduced in durations, marina fuel price increase, grant applications for DPS
equipment, electric fund transfer to GF, reduced wages, fringe benefits, equipment purchases,
education and training, contracted services, repairs, capital outlays
Springfield – Reduced 5 FT positions since FY07-08. Increased utility rates and decreased income tax personal exemptions
St. Joseph – Reduced number of employees with a focus on administrative positions
Traverse City – Staff cuts through attrition and layoff which will ultimately result in reduced
service levels.

CRC Observations
The actions Manistee’s peer cities have taken in response to the economy illustrate the drastic
changes Michigan cities are taking to maintain balanced budgets and protect core services, such
as public safety.
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Jobs and Economic Development
Manistee uses a combination of approaches and resources to address economic development,
including the regional Alliance for Economic Success (www.allianceforeconomicsuccess.com/)
and cooperative efforts involving Community Development and the DDA. The Operational Assessment Service committee and the city were interested in how other cities approach this important function. CRC asked the peer cities:
Does your city pursue economic development independently or as part of a regional or
countywide effort? (please explain)
Independently

4

Regional/countywide

5

The cities are almost evenly split among those that pursue economic development independently and those that reported working with a regional or countywide economic development
agency. It should be noted that even those that pursue economic development independently
reported a willingness to work with the county, a regional body, the Michigan Economic Development Corporation, or other agency if it would result in economic growth.
Each of the peer cities has one or more economic development authorities, typically with the
ability to engage in tax increment financing: a Tax Increment Finance Authority (TIFA), Downtown Development Authority (DDA), a Business Improvement District (BID), or a (DMB).
Albion

DDA & TIFA

Alpena

DDA

Cadillac

DDA, TIFA, LDFA, BID

Charlevoix

DDA

Petoskey

DDA, DMB & TIFA

Springfield

TIFA

St. Joseph

DDA

Traverse City

DDA & 2 TIFA

Do you feel that the current economic development mechanisms are serving your city well?
There was a general feeling among the respondents that the currently employed economic development mechanisms are serving the cities well, given the context of current economic conditions.

Staffing
See Table Insert
Two commonalities are readily apparent when examining the staffing levels of Manistee’s peer
cities: 1) cities have combined several functions into a single finance office and 2) a number of
cities have combined police and fire personnel into a single department of public safety.
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Department

Albion

Alpena

Cadillac

Charlevoix

Ludington

Manistee

Petoskey

Springfield

St. Joseph

Traverse City

City Manager

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

1

3.5

1

1.5

1

1

Assessor
1
City Attorney
Human Resources Department
Finance Department

Treasurer Department

Clerk / Elections

contractual
1
1
clerk/treasur
er/finance
director
1 deputy
treasurer +
2 acctg
clerks
1 deputy
clerk

2

contractual

contractual

1

1

.5 + contractual

2

contractual

contractual

contractual

contractual

contractual

1

in city mgr
dept
2
2

5
4

3

Police Full-time

17

Part-time

16

24
includes EMS

Part-time
Code Enforce/Bldg Dept.

5
10

4

2
16.5

7

3

1 or 2
($12,000)

11

4

22

22 paid on
call

2

1 - being
eliminated

Planning and Zoning

1

1

Planning Department

included in
P&Z
included in
P&Z

1

Economic Development

13.5

2
1 DDA director

22

22

34

6

6

13

27

2

4

1

0.5

0.5 – chief
18 pd on call
1

1

1.5

Recreation
1 director

0.5

1.5
2
see City
Manager

2
1
contractual

2 public
works department

14 - DPS

8
includes EMS

Parks and Recreation
Parks

4

13
21 - DPS

Fire Full-time

Community Development

7

5

clerk + .5
deputy

Public Safety

Seasonal

Treasurer,
1.5 deputies,
1 acctg clerk

included in
DPW

1

3
1

2 - DPW
9 - seasonal

0.5
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10 including
marina and
campground

14
no employees - DPW
maintains

8 - parks &
cemetery
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Department

Albion

Alpena

Cadillac

Charlevoix

Marina

Ludington

Manistee

director + 56 part-time

Community Center

St. Joseph

Traverse City

7

2

14

contractual

1

7

see DPW

10 - streets
& motor pool

18

8

6

N/A

contracted

N/A

Public Works

Streets Department

Springfield

1

Golf Course

Engineering

Petoskey

1 director
2 superint
1 clerical

15

3

contractual

4

2

7

included in
DPW

9

2

contractual
1 superint
6 full-time

11

Motor Pool

part-time
manager

3

Airport

part-time
manager

Utilities

1 - Director

10

2 supervisors
5 technicians
7 employees
in water &
WWTP combined 25
total in department

N/A
N/A

6 ADM +
LAB

Water Treatment
8
Waste Water Treatment

Electric
Sewer

Other (Explain )

5 - contract
operations

7

12 – contract
operations

7

3

5

4

DPW - purchase water
and sewer
from Battle
Creek

N/A

N/A

engineer
8 full-time

contractual
6
sewer/water
maintenance

8
1 superint
5 operators

included in
waste water
treatment

10 - sewer &
water maintenance

2

1 cemetery

Exec Dir for
DDA

5 - Utility
Distribution

43

Income Tax
- 2.5

2 - marina

11

Total General Fund

75

18

47

46

27

58

130.5

Total Enterprise/Other

17

31

18

10

2.5

36

79

49

65

56.5

29.5

94

209.5

Total FTEs

62

92

77
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Financial Functions
Manistee, like its peers, has combined the functions of the finance department and treasury department into a single operation. Alpena, Petoskey, Springfield, and St. Joseph (also Charlevoix
and Traverse City it appears) have all included the clerk’s functions in this single office. Overall
staffing for these functions in Manistee is consistent with the peer cities regardless of organizational arrangement.

Public Safety
The Matrix Consulting Group report identified public safety as a potential area for staffing
changes:
(4)

In Response to the Open-Ended Questions, Staff Identified Additional Strength

and Opportunities for Improvement for the City of Manistee.
In response to this question, staff provided a total of forty-eight individual responses regarding areas to be considered.

The key themes raised in these comments and that

were referenced by multiple employees include the following:
•

Some level of integration between the fire and police departments (including re-

view of public safety approach);

Albion, Petoskey, and Springfield all have combined their police and fire departments into departments of public safety with officers cross trained to provide police protection and respond to
fire calls.
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CRC Observations
The City of Manistee presently employs 56.5 full-time equivalent employees (FTEs). The work
forces in Manistee’s peer cities range in size from 29.5 full-time employees in Springfield to
209.5 FTEs in Traverse City, very much reflecting the varied sizes of these cities. Manistee appears to be in line with staffing levels of its peer cities, both in terms of overall staff and for
specific functions. Not every city provides the same menu of services, so the specific fields
within which the cities employ staff varies.
Manistee’s total municipal work force ranks fifth among the comparison cities with 8.6 FTEs per
1,000 city residents. Charlevoix, Traverse City, St. Joseph, and Petoskey have more workers as
a percent of their city populations, while Springfield, Albion, Cadillac, Ludington, and Alpena had
less.
Table 3
Staff Levels Relative to City Populations in Peer Cities
Albion

Total
FTEs
62

Alpena

92

11,304

Cadillac

77

10,000

7.7

Charlevoix

49

2,994

16.4

Ludington

65

8,357

7.8

Manistee

56.5

6,586

8.6

Petoskey

59

6,080

9.7

Springfield

29.5

5,189

5.7

St. Joseph

94

8,789

10.7

209.5

14,532

14.4

Traverse City

2000
FTEs per
Population 1,000 Residents
9,144
6.8
8.1
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Matrix Consulting Group Recommendations
In the Operational Service Assessment concluded in 2009, Matrix Consulting Group made a
number of recommendations for improvement of Manistee’s operations. CRC, in cooperation
with the OSA Committee and the city administration, identified a number of those recommendations to be benchmarked. The fundamental question that the benchmarks set out to answer is
whether other cities in Michigan, of similar size and character, are following the practices recommended by the Matrix Consulting Group.

Human Relations
Timing of Payrolls
With regard to payrolls, Matrix Consulting Group recommended:
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The City should consider moving to
bi-weekly payroll processing and requiring direct deposit for payroll
checks.

Significant time is spent weekly in
the processing of payroll at the
present time. The requirement for
electronic deposit of payroll
checks reduces staff processing /
administrative time.

Negotiation may be required
with employees prior to imposition of a requirement for
direct deposit or a change in
the payroll frequency.

CRC asked about the frequency of payrolls in the peer cities:
Does your city conduct payroll:
Weekly

3

Every Other Week

6

Manistee’s peer cities tend to conduct payroll every other week, but Ludington, Springfield and
Alpena continue to do payroll weekly.

Personnel Records
With regard to maintaining records to account for vacation and sick leave earned and taken by
employees, Matrix Consulting Group recommended:
Best Practice

Strength

Opportunity for Improvement

There are records to
account for vacation and
sick leave earned and
taken by employees.

Departments maintain
documentation to support
leave time requests and
balances.

Official leave time records are maintained manually.
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CRC asked the peer cities specifically about the use of technology for tracking leave records:

Official leave records are maintained:
Electronically

4.5

Manually

4.5

Manistee’s peer cities are split in their use of technology for financial practices. Ludington uses
both methods for different municipal employee groups.

CRC Observations
In the private sector, companies have created a niche market to provide payroll services on a
contract basis for small and midsize businesses. These companies specialize in handling payroll
and benefits for other businesses, thus allowing the contracting businesses to concentrate on
producing goods or providing services. Because these companies learn the intricacies of employment law, have experts on pension management and investment, and provide specialized
advice on health care services, the contracting companies do not have to employ staff for these
purposes.
This practice has been slow to carry over to the public sector. CRC’s 2005 survey of local government service provision found that most local governments continue to handle human relations functions in house.
Local governments have two potential options for contracting for the human relations functions.
First, county governments throughout Michigan carry out this function for their own workforces.
The county staff charged with carrying out this function could contract to perform the function
for the cities, villages, and townships within their borders. Second, with these companies already established in the private sector, local governments can privatize the function and benefit
from the economies of scale that have been established.
Contracting out the human relations functions will not result in huge cost savings for Manistee
or most other local governments in Michigan, but could contribute to savings in combination
with other similar actions.

Finance Department
Online Payments
With regard to handling payments from residents, businesses, etc., Matrix Consulting Group
wrote:
Best Practice
An integrated financial
system is utilized for all
financial transactions.

Strength

Opportunity for Improvement

Key financial transactions
are handled through the
financial system.

However, this system is not fully integrated to
handle all existing financial transactions (i.e. –
purchasing, payroll). No online payment for fees,
fines, city services is available.
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CRC asked the peer cities about the ability to handle online transactions:
Is your city equipped to handle financial transactions online (payment of fines, fees, taxes)?
Yes

6

No

3

If yes, explain vendor or arrangement
Charlevoix, Petoskey, Springfield, St. Joseph, and Traverse City are all equipped to handle
transactions online. Charlevoix, St. Joseph, and Traverse City contract with a credit card company that charges a fee for the service. Charlevoix uses ACH for direct deposit payments.
Springfield uses BS & A for official payments.

Procurement
With regard to procurement, Matrix Consulting Group wrote:
Best Practice
Purchase requisitions
and orders are used.

Strength

Opportunity for Improvement

Procurement functions
have increased in the
level of consistency in
practice.

The City does not have a centralized procurement function, nor a centralized procurement
numbering / control procedure. Purchase cards
are not utilized.

CRC asked the peer cities about procurement practices:
Does your city have a centralized or automated procurement function?
Yes

2

No

7

Only Cadillac and Ludington reported utilization of a centralized or automated procurement
function.

Accounts Payable
With regard to payments of accounts payable, Matrix Consulting Group wrote:
Best Practice
Accounts payables are
processed in sufficient
time to obtain discounts.
Accounts payable has
streamlined accounts
payable processes by
making payments electronically.

Strength

Opportunity for Improvement

Where appropriate, discounts are taken on accounts payable.
Payments are not conducted electronically.
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CRC asked the peer cities about electronic payment of accounts payable:
Are Accounts Payable conducted electronically?
Yes

5

No

4

The peer cities are split on their use of electronic technology for vendor payments. Albion, Alpena, Ludington, Petoskey, and Springfield reported the ability to pay vendors electronically.

CRC Observations
CRC’s 2005 survey of local government service provision shows that most local governments
perform the finance functions with their own personnel.
Like the human relations functions, with these companies already established in the private sector, Manistee and the other local governments in Manistee County may benefit by approaching
the county government for performance of this function. Again, the county would not be expected to unilaterally assume responsibility for this task. County staff could contract to perform
the function for the cities, villages, and townships within their borders.
Like the human relations functions, contracting out the finance functions will not result in huge
cost savings for Manistee or most other local governments in Michigan, but could contribute to
savings in combination with other similar actions.

Property Assessing
Because Manistee was considering alternative methods of performing property assessing, CRC
asked about the practice in the peer cities:
Is assessing a responsibility of city employees or contracted with a private business?
City Employees

6

County

1

Contractor

1

Mixed

2

Most of the cities perform property assessing in house. Cadillac relies on the county to assess
properties within its boundaries. Ludington contracts to have this function performed. Charlevoix and Springfield perform some tasks in house and contract for others.

Assessing in City Organization
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that the city assessing function be moved under the Finance Director in Manistee’s city organization.
Recommendation: The City should also place the City Assessing function organizationally under the Finance Director for general oversight and management through the creation of a Financial Services Department. This change should take place without respect
to the decision of the City to contract or not contract for assessing services.
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CRC asked about the organizational arrangement in Manistee’s peer cities:
If assessing is done by city employees in your city, is it a standalone entity in your city’s organizational structure?
Standalone Entity

7

Part of ___ Department

0

Manistee’s peer cities are uniform in providing for assessing as a standalone entity, contrary to
Matrix’s recommendation.

Property Inspections
In Manistee property inspections are performed in March and April regardless of the permit
date. With regard to the timing of property inspections, Matrix Consulting Group recommended:
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

Assessment of each building receiving a certificate of occupancy should
occur within one month of issuance.

Rather than reviewing / assessing
all new or renovated properties
during a two month period, the
workload would be spread over
the entire year. Initial evaluation
would be conducted shortly after
issuance of final certificate of occupancy.

ACTION NEEDED / COST
No cost – only requires adjustment to operating practice.

CRC asked the peer cities:
Are inspections of properties performed year round or at a set period in the year?
Six of Manistee’s peer cities reported that property inspection is a year round process. Albion
reported that it attempts to avoid performing inspections in the winter. Cadillac reports that
property inspections are concentrated in November and December, just prior to year-end valuations, but that they perform inspections upon taxpayer request as needed.

CRC Observations
Property assessing is a technically-intensive function that requires the employment of professionals that must be compensated for their training and expertise. Jurisdictions with commercial and industrial properties are required to engage assessors with high levels of certification,
thus increasing the compensation levels. Intergovernmental collaboration and contracting with
the private sector allows local governments to share the cost of that professional among several
jurisdictions.
CRC’s 2005 survey of local government service provision showed that local governments use a
variety of methods to perform property assessments. Most respondents indicated that their local governments hired sufficiently trained personnel to carry out this function without the assistance of an outside party. Almost 40 percent of the respondents indicated that they relied on
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an outside party to perform this function on their behalf: a neighboring local government, the
county, or a private company. Survey results for property assessing showed that
59.2% of the municipalities relied on direct performance by municipal employees
10.9% of the municipalities performed the function in cooperation with a neighboring
municipality
13.8% of the municipalities contracted with the county or state
15.9% of the municipalities contracted with a private company
Manistee has several potential options for contracting out the assessing function. Because the
city serves as the seat of government for Manistee County, it is well positioned to contract with
the county equalization department for performance of this function. The primary mission of
county equalization departments is to equalize assessments among the several assessors within
each county. The direct assessment of property by some county equalization department has
allowed for bypassing the equalization process and streamlined government operations.
An alternative would be to identify private companies or individuals that would contract to perform the function on the city’s behalf. Property appraisers can contract with a number of jurisdictions to spread their expertise across a wide geographic area.

Fire Department
Single vs. Multiple Jurisdictions
To investigate whether Manistee’s peer cities are attempting to spread the cost of a major cost
center over a wider geographic area and broader tax base, CRC asked:
Does your fire department serve only your city or is it part of a larger multi-jurisdictional
fire authority?
City Only

8

Authority

1

Eight of the peer cities act independently to provide fire protection to their properties. Cadillac
also provides fire protection to neighboring Clam Lake Township under contract. Charlevoix,
along with five other jurisdictions, is part of a fire authority that covers 70 square miles.

Full-Time vs. Part-Time Firefighters
Matrix Consulting Group discussed the possibility of a lesser level of professional status for firefighters relative to input from staff:
(4)
In Response to the Open-Ended Questions, Staff Identified Additional
Strength and Opportunities for Improvement for the City of Manistee.
In response to this question, staff provided a total of forty-eight individual responses regarding areas to be considered.
The key themes raised in these
comments and that were referenced by multiple employees include the following:
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•
Review of approaches to providing fire / EMS services including consideration of differing service levels, consideration of use of full time versus volunteers, and cooperation with other entities in providing;
CRC asked about the professional status of firefighters in the peer cities:
Is your fire department
Full-Time

4

Paid On-Call

1

Department of Public Safety

3

Four of the peer cities have full-time firefighters staffing their fire departments. Ludington uses
paid on-call firefighters. As reflected in the staffing matrix above, Albion, Petoskey, and Springfield each has organized the police and fire protection using a Department of Public Safety.

National Standards
With regard to standards, Matrix Consulting Group wrote:
Performance Target

Strengths

Critical policies meet national standards and recognize national and
local legal requirements.

Potential Improvements
A review of policies and procedures indicates that while
most meet national standards, some policies and
procedures do not reflect
current national standards.

and
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The adopted policies and procedures
should be updated to ensure compliance with national standards and
changing operational practices within
the community.

No impact on direct service provision. However, provides current
set of policies to guide operations.

Internal review, updating and
implementation of new policies and procedures. No
cost.

CRC asked the peer cities about their efforts to keep in compliance with national standards:
Does your city adopt policies and procedures to keep the fire department in compliance
with national standards and changing operational practices?
Yes

9

No

0

Manistee’s peer cities uniformly take actions to keep their fire departments in compliance with
national standards.
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Fire Prevention Inspections
Matrix Consulting Group also addressed the city’s efforts in performing fire prevention inspections:
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

The Department should develop a
plan to ensure that all state mandated fire prevention inspections are
conducted in accordance with
adopted time frames.

The Department noted that they
are not currently meeting mandated inspection frequencies. A
formal plan to achieve mandated
frequencies should be developed
through the use of on-duty personnel.

ACTION NEEDED / COST
No cost for implementation.

CRC asked about the attempts in peer cities to perform those inspections:
Does your fire department attempt to meet state mandated fire prevention inspections?
Yes

7

No

2

Most of the peer cities are attempting to meet the state mandated fire prevention inspections.
Albion and Charlevoix indicated that they were not currently attempting to do so.

Response Time Targets and Tracking
Matrix Consulting Group indicated that creating targets and tracking progress toward those
targets should be a priority for Manistee:
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The City should adopt, as part of the
policy discussion and decisions
made regarding fire and EMS service
delivery approach, formal response
targets including dispatch processing, reflex (staff turnout) and travel
times. The City should target achieving compliance with national standards (i.e. – one minute “reflex”
goal).

The definition of a standard response time enables the department to evaluate performance on
an on-going basis to determine if
there are operational concerns
impacting response. For example, time spent in having a call
dispatched (outside of the City’s
control) and time spent in staff
turn-out (time from receipt of call
to leaving station), have a significant impact on overall response
time.

Policy decision regarding
desired response time within
the community and the subsequent performance monitoring, on an on-going basis
(at least quarterly), should be
instituted. Continued dispatch or reflex time above
the adopted standards
should be evaluated to determine if operational practices are impacting service
response.
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CRC asked the peer cities about their efforts to create and track response times:
Does your city have and track formal response targets for:
Have Targets

Track Responses

Dispatch Process

Dispatch Process

Yes

4

Yes

2

No

4

No

5

Reflex

Reflex
Yes

3

Yes

3

No

4

No

4

Travel Times

Travel Times
Yes

5

Yes

4

No

3

No

4

EMS (BSL / ALS)

EMS (BSL / ALS)

Yes

4

Yes

4

No

4

No

4

Manistee’s peer cities do not show a consistent pattern with regard to the creation or tracking
of response targets. The cities were consistent. If they have targets for one activity, they have
targets for all of the activities and track responses for those activities accordingly.
What specific information do you track?
The peer cities generally answered that they track response times and the amount of time on
scene for each the fire and EMS services.
Do you have tracking software to assist in this process?
Yes

5

No

2

The software titles that the peer cities use include: Firehouse (Cadillac and Traverse City) and
Fire Tools (Petoskey). Charlevoix works through CCA Central Dispatch, so the choice and experience with tracking software is out of their hands.

Minimum Staffing
Matrix Consulting Group addressed the minimum staffing needs for the department:
Performance Target

Strengths

The Department has a 2-person minimum staffing requirement for both
engine and aerial operations.*

Potential Improvements
The Department operates
with a two-person full-time
minimum on each shift.

*

The Matrix Consulting Group report erroneously reported a 3-person minimum staffing requirement for
engine and aerial operations. The number is corrected here.
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CRC asked the peer cities about their policies on minimum staffing:
What is the minimum number of full-time staff maintained on each shift?
average

3.5

minimum as percent of all staff

20%

The average minimum staffing policy in the peer cities was 3.5 firefighters. This average was
influenced by Alpena (6) and Traverse City (7) that are both larger in geographic size and population than is Manistee and maintain higher minimum staffing levels. Removing those cities
from the calculation produced an average of 2.5 firefighters. Looking at it a different way, all of
the comparison cities require a minimum of 20 percent of uniformed firefighter staff on duty for
each shift.

EMS Staff Records
Matrix Consulting Group recommended the use of an automated system for tracking EMS staff
training and certification:
Performance Target

Strengths

The Department has an automated
system to track the training and certification records of its EMS personnel.

Potential Improvements
All EMS records for staff are
tracked manually.

CRC asked the peer cities about use of an automated system:
Do you have an automated system for tracking EMS records for staff training and certification?
Yes

3

No

5

Albion, Cadillac, and Petoskey have invested in such a system. Most of the others operate in a
manner similar to Manistee.

Asset Management
Matrix Consulting Group recommended a long-range replacement schedule for firefighting vehicles and equipment:
Performance Target

Strengths

The Department has a written long
range plan for the replacement and
repair of its facilities.
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Performance Target

Strengths

Potential Improvements

The Department has a written longrange fleet replacement plan that
specifies the life cycle for apparatus
(i.e., Engines, Ladders, Rescues,
Ambulances).

There is no long range vehicle or equipment replacement plan for the Manistee
Fire Department.

The Department has a written longrange replacement plan for turnout
gear and SCBA’s.

There is no formal long range
replacement plan for turnout
gear or SCBA’s.

and
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The Fire Department, in conjunction
with the Finance Staff, should develop a long-range vehicle and major
equipment (i.e. – SCBA) replacement schedule in order to determine
future budgetary requirements. Vehicle replacement schedules should
be based upon mileage and age as
documented in the best management
practices.

To enable long-range financial
planning by the City and eliminate
large annual costs, a formal fleet
and equipment replacement / refreshment schedule should be
developed for the Manistee Fire
Department.

No cost for development of
plan. The Fire Chief, in conjunction with the Finance
Director, should develop a
long-range (15 to 20) year
capital program for the major
Fire Department equipment
and vehicles.

CRC asked Manistee’s peer cities about the existence of replacement schedules:
Does your city have a long-range replacement schedule in place to determine future budgetary requirements for:
Vehicles
Yes

9

No

0

Equipment
Yes

8

No

1

Turn out gear (or SCBA)
Yes

5

No

4

The peer cities were nearly universal in their use of long-range replacement schedules for vehicles and equipment. The existence of such schedules for turn out gear was less universal. Alpena, Cadillac, Ludington, Petoskey, and Traverse City have replacement schedules for turn out
gear.

CRC Observations
Fire prevention is one of the services identified as having the highest levels of collaboration in
CRC’s 2005 survey of local government service provision. More than 40 percent of the respondents reported collaboration with a neighboring community for the actual fire and rescue ser-
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vices. Communities also collaborate on functions that are less visible, but just as vital, for fire
prevention, such as training, inspections, fire investigation, and fire hydrant maintenance.
A slightly smaller number of communities collaborate to provide EMS, but another 30 percent of
the communities rely on non-governmental (private) agencies for EMS.
If Manistee can position itself to create a multi-jurisdictional fire authority like Charlevoix, or to
be a provider of fire services to a neighboring township(s) like Cadillac, it would allow the city to
spread the cost of these services over a broader tax base, achieve economies of scale that
would warrant the purchase of specialized equipment, and better enable the department to
train firefighters to meet state and national standards.
This observation makes no illusions that entry into a collaborative agreement with any of Manistee’s neighbors will come easy. While collaboration for these services is frequent, research suggests that it is far easier to create collaborative agreements for these services when the services are being started from scratch than it is to consolidate existing service providers. The
logical partners in a multi-jurisdictional fire authority for the City of Manistee would be the
townships of Filer to the south and Manistee to the north. Both of these communities already
have fire departments.

Police Department
Department Accreditation
Matrix Consulting Group wrote that the police department should be accredited:
Performance Target

Strengths

The Department is Accredited or is
seeking Accreditation.

Potential Improvements
No: Considered at one time
and dropped due to expense.
The Department should utilize
accreditation standards as a
method of “self-evaluation”
regarding operations and
policies and procedures, even
if accreditation is not specifically sought.

CRC asked whether the peer cities were accredited:
Is your police department accredited?
Yes

4

No

5

Alpena, Cadillac, Springfield, and Traverse City each have accredited police departments. The
other cities operate in a manner similar to Manistee.
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Even if not accredited, does the department utilize accreditation standards as a method of
“self evaluation” regarding operations, policies and procedures?
Yes

3

No

4

The cities that indicated that they are not accredited in the prior question responded similarly in
this question. If they have not pursued accreditation, they were not guided by the standards
used for accreditation.

Police Investigators
Matrix Consulting Group wrote that investigators should pull the night shift on a rotating basis:
Performance Target
Callout of staff on a rotating basis
rather than night shifts of investigators.

Strengths
Staff is called out when necessary.

Potential Improvements
Due to size, there are no
regularly assigned night investigators.

CRC asked the extent to which investigators in the peer cities work the night shift.
Do investigators work night shifts in addition to day shifts?
Yes

5

No

4

Police investigators in Charlevoix, Petoskey, Springfield, St. Joseph, and Traverse City are called
upon to work a night shift. Investigators in Ludington may work night shifts if circumstances
warrant.

Use of Website
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that the use of the city website to disseminate information
would help the department and the city as a whole:
RECOMMENDED ACTION
The Police Department should make
greater use of the City’s webpage to
disseminate information to the general public and keep them informed
of crime trends, programs provided
by the Police, and general safety
information.

SERVICE IMPACT
Additional information should be
placed on the City’s website on
an on-going basis to inform the
public of efforts by the City’s police force to provide protection
and services to the community.
Information should be provided
that covers not only general preventive actions and educational /
informative documents, but also
information relative to crime
trends and volumes.
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CRC asked the extent to which police departments in the peer cities use their website to disseminate information about crime trends, department programs, and general safety information.
Does your police department use the city website to disseminate information to the general
public and keep them informed of crime trends, programs provided by the police, and general safety information?
Crime Trends
Yes

4

No

5

Programs provided by the police
Yes

8

No

1

General safety information
Yes

5

No

4

Only Albion, Cadillac, and Traverse City use their websites to disseminate information about
crime trends.
Every peer city except Alpena reported using their websites to disseminate information about
departmental programs.
Albion, Cadillac, Petoskey, and St. Joseph use their websites to provide general safety information to the public.
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Evidence Inventory
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee implement a computerized inventory system for police evidence and implement additional procedures for maintaining and auditing
maintenance of that evidence.
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The Department should implement a
computerized inventory system for
evidence and implement additional
procedures relative to maintenance
and auditing of evidence.

The Department should, at a
minimum, develop a spreadsheet
based inventory system to track
all evidence maintained by the
Department. Ideally, in the
longer term, specialized software
would be purchased for this purpose. Basic programs are available for use that are relatively
inexpensive (estimated cost of
$25,000 to implement). Additionally, the Department should implement a policy to conduct an
annual inventory of evidence in
storage, routinely purge evidence
no longer necessary for active
cases, and implement a random
audit (10% of evidence / storage
bins monthly) of evidence in storage to ensure the integrity of the
evidence handling system. The
audit should be performed by an
individual from outside of the Police Department.

Development of an electronic
inventory system for all evidence in storage. Additionally, an access log should be
implemented to control access to evidence and document who handles it once
placed in storage.
Finally, policies and procedures should be implemented that provide for an
annual inventory of the entire
evidence room and monthly
audits of a random selection
of evidence. A formal policy
should also be implemented
regarding disposal of evidence following final case
disposition (with approval as
needed by external legal
authorities – i.e. – Prosecuting Attorney).

CRC asked the extent to which the peer cities utilize a computerized inventory system for evidence:
Does your police department utilize a computerized inventory system for evidence?
Yes

9

No

0

The peer cities uniformly use computerized inventory systems for storing and tracking police
evidence.
CRC asked the peer cities:
How often are audits conducted of:
Evidence collected?
Storage bins?

Albion, Alpena, Cadillac, Charlevoix, and Petoskey indicated an annual schedule for auditing
both evidence collected and storage bins. Traverse City reported semi-annual audits are conducted. Springfield reports that audits are conducted every five years. St. Joseph says they
conduct these audits as needed. Ludington rarely conducts these audits.
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Asset Management
Matrix Consulting Group wrote
Performance Target

Strengths

Average fleet age of 3-4 years and
average mileage of 60-70,000 miles
for patrol vehicles and 4-5 years and
85-95,000 average mileages for nonpatrol.

Potential Improvements
Police cars are turned at
120,000 miles.

CRC asked the frequency with which the peer cities rotate patrol cars:
How often does your police department replace patrol cars (years, miles, etc.)?
Manistee

4 years/125,000 miles

Albion

4 year rotation

Alpena

one car per year depending on funding, mileage, etc.

Cadillac*

1 car/year

Charlevoix

older than 3 yrs/over 80,000 miles

Ludington

4 years/100,000 miles

Petoskey

every 3 years

Springfield

3-4 years as needed

St. Joseph

every 2 years

Traverse City

5-6 years; ~100,000 miles

* Due to budget constraints, Cadillac will not be purchasing a new car for FY 2011

As can be seen in the survey responses, Manistee’s peer cities show wide variety in their approaches to keeping patrol cars current.

CRC Observations
Intergovernmental collaboration is not as frequent for police services as it is for fire protection.
The labor intensive nature of police patrol and emergency response would appear to lessen the
opportunities to achieve economies of scale. That said, Manistee might wish to investigate two
general opportunities for collaboration that could fundamentally alter the cost of police protection.
First, a few Michigan cities have, or are considering, complete elimination of their police departments. The cost of maintaining and police department has grown such that continued provision of the service by city-employed police officers was becoming prohibitive. These cities
have contracted with their county sheriff departments and, when possible, arranged to have the
former city police officers hired on as sheriff’s deputies. An initial reaction might be that the
police services provided by the city police department and the county sheriff in the more rural
townships is significantly different that such an approach would not work in some place like
Manistee. However, where this approach has been adopted, the negotiated arrangements require the sheriff to tailor police services to the cities’ circumstances, to maintain an agreed upon
number of officers and squad cars in the city, and to otherwise assume the responsibilities of
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the city police department so police presence is not diminished. The potential for county sheriffs to provide police protection at less costs than a police department in a relatively small city
like Manistee rests with the size of the force. A bigger police force can economize many of the
functions that occur in support of the patrol and emergency response personnel. Detectives
and crime scene investigations, record keeping, dispatch, prisoner detention, police officer training, and evidence tracking is all handled centrally and, when appropriate, by non-uniformed
personnel.
The second option suggests that Manistee seek the economies of scale through collaboration,
rather than a full merger with the county sheriff. The city can achieve some of the economies
by contracting for performance of the back office functions. Without reducing the number of
police officers in the department, the city can work with the county to perform support functions such as dispatch, prisoner detention, officer training, evidence tracking, and record keeping. Because the back office functions would be handled by others, the uniformed officers
would be better able to patrol the streets and respond to calls.
Either of these options is made possible by the fact that the city of Manistee serves as the seat
of government for Manistee County. The county’s sheriff offices are not far from the city’s police department.

Public Works
Water Treatment
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that Manistee merge its Department of Public Works and
Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Best Practices
The public works services provided by the City are centralized
to capture economies of scale.

Strengths

Improvement Opportunities

The Department of Public Works
is responsible for grounds,
streets, fleet and parks maintenance. Additionally, the Department is responsible for the
maintenance of water and
wastewater lines, parking lots
and docks.

Typical functions that are usually
organized as part of public works
departments that are not part of
the City of Manistee’s Department of Public Works include
facilities maintenance and
wastewater and water treatment
facilities.

CRC asked about the organization of the departments of public works and wastewater and water treatment staff in the peer cities:
Are waste water and water treatment facilities part of the department of public works in
your city or are they organized as separate entities?
Part of DPW

3

Separate Entity

3

Water and wastewater treatment performed by different entities in Traverse City.
St. Joseph jointly owns its water and wastewater treatment plant with a neighboring community,
so this question is not applicable to them.
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This question was only applicable in seven of the peer cities. In Albion, Petoskey, and Springfield, water treatment is handled by their departments of public works. In Cadillac and Charlevoix, water and wastewater treatment are separate entities. In Traverse City, water treatment
is handled by the department of public works, but wastewater treatment is handled by a separate entity.

Public Works Tasks
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that by contracting with private entities a number of tasks
could be performed without major investment by the department of public works in equipment
or staff.
•

The City is already making extensive use of contractual services throughout the organization as a means of both controlling the number of full-time employees, but also as an
alternative service delivery approach. For example, the following table summarizes services that are provided (in whole or in part) by the Public Works Department through
contractual arrangement:
Refuse Contract
Yard Waste – Bags
Stump Grinding
Sidewalk Replacement
Electrical Work
Large Concrete Work
Roofing
Boat Ramp
Large water taps
Power Washing – Downtown / Riverwalk
Grading Alleys
Some tree removal services

Spring Track Pick-Up
Maple Street Bridge
Snow Removal / hauling
Cross-walk replacement
Paving – Water – Sewer Holes
Maintenance on overhead doors
Crane Services
New tree plantings
Sewer Televising
Maintenance on Riverwalk and parking lots
Grading of Beaches

CRC asked how each of the peer cities perform these functions:
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Does your city rely on city employees to perform the following functions or contract with a
vendor?
Manistee

Peer Cities

Service

Current
Practice

Provided by
City Employees

Performed under
contract by
Private Business

Both

Refuse Collection

Both

0

7

1

Yard Waste – Bags

Pvt Contractor

2

6

0

Stump Grinding

Pvt Contractor

1

6

2

Sidewalk Replacement

Pvt Contractor

1

6

2

Electrical Work

Pvt Contractor

1

6

2

Large Concrete Work

Pvt Contractor

0

7

2

Roofing

Pvt Contractor

0

9

0

Boat Ramp

City Employees

6

1

1

Large water taps

Pvt Contractor

4

2

2

Power Washing –
Downtown / Riverwalk

Pvt Contractor

4

2

1

Grading Alleys

City Employees

7

1

1

Tree removal services

Small trees – City Employees
Large trees – Pvt Contractors

3

1

5

Spring Trash Pick-Up

Both

Maple Street Bridge

1

4

3

0

1

2

Snow Removal / hauling

City Employees

5

0

4

Cross-walk replacement

Pvt Contractor

2

3

3

Paving – Water – Sewer Holes

Pvt Contractor

2

3

4

Maintenance on overhead doors Pvt Contractor

1

8

0

Crane Services

Pvt Contractor

0

9

0

New tree plantings

Pvt Contractor

6

1

2

Sewer Televising

Pvt Contractor

4

4

1

Maintenance on
Riverwalk – Pvt Contractor
Riverwalk & parking lots Lots – City Employees

6

0

3

Grading of Beaches

5

0

1

City Employees

Manistee’s peer cities reported that they rely on private contractors to perform refuse collection,
yard waste, stump grinding, sidewalk replacement, electric work, large concrete work, roofing,
maintenance of overhead doors, and crane services. They were more inclined to keep functions
such as the boat ramp, large water taps, power washing, grading alleys, snow removal, new
tree planting, maintenance of riverwalk and parking lots, and grading of beaches in house.
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Training Needs
Matrix Consulting Group identified the lack of a formal DPW staff training needs assessment and
training program as a weakness and recommended action:
Best Practices

Strengths

Departmental and staff training
needs have been evaluated and
identified; a training strategy has
been developed, including a
management and supervisory
development program.

Improvement Opportunities
The Department does not conduct a formal staff and department training needs assessment.

and
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

A formal training program should be
developed for the department to
identify and maximize skills development and the ability to cross-utilize
staff.

Given the limited number of staff
assigned to the Public Works Department, every opportunity for
expansion of cross-utilizing staff
should be undertaken. This can
only occur if staff are routinely
trained to maintain existing skills
and develop new skills.

A training program should be
developed for Public Works
staff based upon identified
needs to expand crossutilization.

CRC asked whether the peer cities had formal needs assessment and training program:
Does your department of public works conduct formal staff and department training needs
assessments?
Yes

4

No

5

Are staff and department training needs assessed through a formal process? Please explain
Yes

1

No

7

Cadillac, Charlevoix, Petoskey, and St. Joseph reported the use of formal staff and department
training needs assessments.
Petoskey reported that staff training needs are assessed and accredited through the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources and Environment (water/wastewater) and Department of Labor (electric).
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Vehicle Maintenance
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that preventive maintenance services be performed by the
fleet staff at times when vehicles are not typically in use to increase the convenience to those
reliant on those vehicles to perform their tasks
Best Practices

Strengths

Preventive maintenance services
are completed after normal working hours in order to increase
convenience to customers.

Improvement Opportunities
Fleet staff work normal DPW
staff hours and do not perform
routine maintenance services
after normal operating hours.

CRC asked about maintenance practices in the peer cities:
Does your Fleet Staff work normal DPW hours or different shifts to respond to needs of
other departments?
DPW Hours

7

Varied Shifts

1

The common practice in the peer cities is to have fleet services maintain city vehicles during
regular business hours. The fleet staff works normal, daytime hours in Ludington during the
summer, but they switch to night shift during the winter to service the snow plow trucks that
work at night. Traverse City workers service the fleet during varied shifts and St. Joseph says
fleet staff work varied shifts as needed, but standard operating procedure is to service the vehicles during regular working hours.
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Asset Maintenance/Management
Matrix Consulting Group recommended a comprehensive method for planning, scheduling, or
tracking DPW work activities and performance.
RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

The Department is not utilizing any
comprehensive method for planning,
scheduling, or tracking work activities
and performance.

While a computerized maintenance management system is not
necessary for a DPW of this size,
additional efforts should be undertaken to better plan, schedule,
and track work performed. This
will enable the department to better plan for major work activities
(especially those that are performed seasonally) and relate
staff requirements to individual
activities by month. The overall
impression and observations of
work scheduling (confirmed
through employee and citizen
input) is more reactive than appropriate with some tasks being
conducted significantly later than
desired by the community (i.e. –
especially seasonal actions –
Beach Maintenance, Park openings / cleanings, etc.).

Basic work activity planning
efforts should be undertaken
utilizing readily available
software (such as Excel or
Access) to track annually
recurring work activities and
timing of their performance.

CRC asked the peer cities about their use of computerized systems:
Does your city have a computerized maintenance management system to capture individual
and crew workload data, costs by different variables, complaint tracking, and other metrics?
Yes

4

No

5

Cadillac, St. Joseph, and Traverse City use computerized systems for planning, scheduling, or
tracking DPW work activities and performance. These cities use Access (Cadillac), BS&A complaint tracker (St. Joseph), Data Ease Payroll (Traverse City) software. Ludington has a computerized maintenance management system, but it is not used for workload data, complaint
tracking, etc.
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Parts Inventory
Matrix Consulting Group suggested putting a parts inventory system in place:
Best Practices

Strengths

The Department has a parts inventory system to enhance availability of parts and to enforce internal controls over the inventory
levels.

Improvement Opportunities
The Department does not have a
parts inventory system.

CRC asked whether the peer cities utilize parts inventory systems:
Does your DPW have a parts inventory system?
Yes

5

No

2

Alpena, Cadillac, Petoskey, St. Joseph, and Traverse City all reporting use of parts inventory
systems.

Street Sweeping
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee adopt a reduced level of street sweeping
throughout the year:
Best Practices

Strengths

Street sweeping service levels are
targeted as follows:
•
Residential-minimum
twice annually.
•
Downtown and other major commercial areas-weekly.

The City’s downtown areas is
swept twice weekly during nonsnow season.

Improvement Opportunities
Residential streets are swept
annually. Consideration should
be given to providing a different
level of service for street sweeping including twice annually on
residential streets, and reduction
of twice weekly sweeping of the
downtown area to a weekly service. Some reductions in sweeping frequencies in the business
district were implemented this
year with no noticeable impact
on satisfaction.

and
RECOMMENDED ACTION
The reduced level of street sweeping
implemented during the summer of
2009 should be adopted as the new
standard for future years.

SERVICE IMPACT
The level of street sweeping in
prior years was excessive higher
than either typical benchmark
standards and higher than community expectations.
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CRC asked how often the peer cities sweep the streets:
How often during a year does your city perform street sweeping?
Manistee

Spring –daily to remove winter combination of salt and sand
Summer – 2 days/week through the City
Downtown area is swept 5 days/week through summer months
Fall sweeper is used to assist with leaf removal

Albion

3 full times through the whole city

Alpena

5 days/week April - November

Cadillac

April - November, Winter clean up through Fall leaf collection

Charlevoix

weekly, or as needed

Ludington

2 times/year Major streets more often

Petoskey

4 times/year Central Business District every week for 4 months

Springfield

4

St. Joseph

daily

Traverse City

continuously spring through fall

The reduced level that Matrix Consulting Group recommended for Manistee as the new standard
would be less frequent than any of the peer cities currently sweep their streets.

Sidewalk Inspection
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee implement a sidewalk inspection program:
Best Practices

Strengths

A sidewalk inspection and repair
program is in place that includes:

The Department has developed
a priority system with respect to
sidewalk repair and replacement
(e.g., those near churches,
schools and highly utilized
roads).

•
A systematic inspection of
sidewalks once every three to five
years to identify tripping hazards;
•
Resolving the tripping hazards within thirty days of hazard
identification; and
•
Use of sidewalk replacement,
ramps or grinding to eliminate
tripping hazards.

Improvement Opportunities
The Department does not currently have a formal, sidewalk
inspection program. The Department has not developed a
cyclical inspection program to
identify tripping hazards on a
routine and ongoing basis.

and
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RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

A sidewalk inspection program
should be implemented to enable
long-range planning to occur regarding replacement / maintenance on
sidewalks presenting a hazardous
condition in the community.

Increased ability to plan for future
work levels for maintenance / replacement of city sidewalks. A
rating should be assigned to each
sidewalk identifying condition and
identifying areas needing immediate attention. A five year plan
should be developed to identify a
plan of action for addressing
those sidewalks identified as
hazardous or in need of repair in
the short-term.

Staff from DPW, supported
by the Building Inspector,
should be utilized for conducting the initial sidewalk
inspection evaluation. No
cost, other than allocation of
staff time, to complete this
activity. Costs for maintenance / replacement will not
be determined until the survey is completed.

CRC asked Manistee’s peer cities if they have formal sidewalk inspection programs:
Does your city have a formal sidewalk inspection program to identify tripping hazards and
other deficiencies?
Yes

8

No

1

Every city except Springfield has a formal sidewalk inspection program.

Parks and Playground Inspection
Matrix Consulting Group wrote:
Best Practices

Strengths

An annual work plan has been
developed for City parks, fields
and open space.

Parks maintenance personnel
have informal routine plans in
place.

Improvement Opportunities
A formal, annual work plan has
not been developed.

Condition assessments of the
City’s parks, open space and
fields are performed on an annual
basis.

Formal, annual condition assessments of the City’s parks,
open space and fields are not
performed.

There is a formal system in place
for inspecting playgrounds.

The Department does not have a
formal system in place for inspecting playgrounds.

and
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RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

Parks and playground maintenance
and repairs should be conducted in
accordance with a developed plan
that outlined specific inspection and
maintenance activities that should be
conducted annually.

The Department, due in part to
staffing limitations, is primarily
reactive in the maintenance,
planning and inspections related
to City parks and playground
equipment. An annual work program and condition assessment
should be developed that indicates required annual inspection
(of park and playground condition), schedules routine preventive maintenance, and determines
staffing needs to accomplish the
work program.

An annual plan should be
developed for use in maintaining parks and playground
equipment. A focus should
be placed on conducting
necessary maintenance and
preparation activities to enable parks, beaches and
playgrounds to be fully utilizable at the beginning of each
season.

CRC asked the peer cities about the use of a formal parks and playground inspection program:
Does your city have a formal parks and playground inspection program to identify hazards
and other deficiencies?
Yes

7

No

2

Every city except Albion and Charlevoix has a formal parks and playground inspection program.

Water and Sewer Mains
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee adopt a long-term plan for replacement
and maintenance of water and sewer mains:
Best Practices

Strengths

Improvement Opportunities

1% to 2% of water and sewer
mains are replaced annually. A
formal water and wastewater
main rehabilitation and replacement program is in place for improving water quality and maintaining the reliability of its
systems. This formal program will
be linked directly to a long-term
capital and financial planning program to assure adequate funding.

The City has a capital improvement plan in place to provide for
the on-going replacement and
rehabilitation of water and sewer
mains.

While the City has not targeted
specifically a goal of 1% to 2% of
mains annually, they have prioritized replacement based upon
an evaluation of highest priority /
need for the community and are
providing a long-term plan for
addressing community needs.

Staff also coordinate the replacement of mains with other
work conducted in the community (i.e. – not repaving a road
where planned main work is
scheduled in the near future) to
minimize duplication of efforts.

and
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RECOMMENDED ACTION

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

A long-term plan for replacement and
maintenance of water and sewer
mains should be developed.

Best practices indicate that 1% to
2% of water and sewer mains are
replaced annually in order to
maintain infrastructure condition
and prevent costly maintenance
activities. No formal work plan is
in place to maintain the City of
Manistee’s water and sewer
mains.

The DPW Department, in
conjunction with Finance
staff, should develop a longterm replacement and maintenance schedule for water
and sewer mains that coordinates with their CSO program.

CRC asked about the use of formal plans for replacement and maintenance of water and sewer
mains in the peer cities:
Does your DPW have a formal, ongoing written plan for replacement and maintenance of
water and sewer mains?
Yes

6

No

3

Alpena, Cadillac, Charlevoix, Petoskey, St. Joseph, and Traverse City have formal replacement
and maintenance plans for water and sewer mains.
If yes, is it coordinated with the CSO program?
Yes

2

No

4

Only Petoskey and St. Joseph have their plans coordinated with the CSO program.

CRC Observations
The 2005 CRC survey of local government service provision offers little direct guidance for Manistee’s public works. However, the fundamentals learned from the patterns found in the survey results offers two ways of thinking of the public works functions that could lead to savings.
First, to the extent the use of the capital assets that is required to provide public works services
can be shared with neighboring communities, Manistee may be able to defray some of the cost
of those assets and achieve savings. For instance, Manistee has a street sweeper that is actively used in the spring to remove sand and debris as the winter snow melts and then occasionally throughout the balance of the year. Investigation may reveal that a nearby village or
township (e.g., East Lake, Filer Township, Manistee Township) has developed the need for
street sweeping and that it is more cost effective to share the use of Manistee’s than to purchase their own.
Second, Manistee is in a position to consolidate public works support operations with Manistee
County, Manistee Area Public Schools, and the Manistee Intermediate School District. Each of
these governmental entities has vehicles that are stored between uses and need maintenance.
Each currently does this independently. The city and school district each have parks and playgrounds that are common in character and require similar equipment for upkeep. The fact that
public works services can be labor intensive (once the capital assets are in place), makes them
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poor candidates for intergovernmental collaboration among neighboring jurisdictions. However,
when two or more governmental entities overlap, collaboration may be possible with savings as
a result.

Water / Wastewater
Wastewater Treatment Plant
For purposes of knowing how the Manistee wastewater treatment plant compares to the peer
cities, CRC asked:
What is the size of your waste water treatment plant (in terms of size of the plant, number
of employees, type of treatment plant)?
Manistee

1.3 MGD Plant activated sludge, 4 employees

Albion

Activated Sludge 4.0 MGD (8 employees),
Secondary Treatment (7 day operation)

Alpena

6 MGD, 12 employees, tertiary treatment

Cadillac

3.2 MGD, 7 employees, Advance Tertiary Treatment

Charlevoix

1 mg activated sludge, biosolids are land applied

Ludington

7.5 MG aerated lagoon, 5 employees

Petoskey

capacity to treat 2.5 million gallons/day. Reclamation plant that discharges treated wastewater into Lake Michigan

Springfield

contracted with Battle Creek

St. Joseph

24 employees. Avg flow 15.3 mgd, max daily 23.5, peak is 30 mgd.
Plant is activated sludge.

Traverse City

18 MGD Membrane Bioreactor

Staff Management
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee develop a formal training program for
wastewater treatment plant staff:
Best Practices

Strengths

A formal skills assessment and
training plan has been developed
to keep employees current with
changes in their profession.

Improvement Opportunities
The Wastewater Treatment Plant
does not conduct a formal skills
assessment and training plan.

and
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RECOMMENDED ACTION
A formal training program should be
developed for the department to
identify and maximize skills development of existing staff. Focus
should be on training necessary to
maintain certifications or to achieve
certifications.

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

Given the limited number of staff
assigned to this operation, the
ability of staff to perform multiple
functions is critical.

A training program should be
developed for WWTP staff
based upon identified needs
to expand cross-utilization
and expand skills of each
staff member.

CRC whether the peer cities have such a training program:
Do you have a water and waste water formal staff and department training needs assessments?
Yes

7

No

2

Alpena, Cadillac, Charlevoix, Ludington, Petoskey, St. Joseph, and Traverse City all have form
training programs for their wastewater treatment plant staff.

Crew Workload Data
Matrix Consulting Group recommended that Manistee develop a work plan outlining necessary
maintenance functions:
Best Practices

Strengths

A CMMS is installed and utilized
including a work order system,
annual work program, a reporting
system to report actual versus
planned performance, asset management system, and defined
service levels and performance
standards for each work activity.

Improvement Opportunities
The WWTP does not have a
computerized maintenance
management system.

and
RECOMMENDED ACTION
While a computerized maintenance
management system is not in place,
the Department should develop
(similar to Public Works) an annual
workplan outlining necessary maintenance functions.

SERVICE IMPACT

ACTION NEEDED / COST

An increased level of focus on the
scheduling and conduct of preventive maintenance activities is
necessary to ensure work activities are conducted on a routine
basis.

An annual maintenance plan
should be developed utilizing
excel or access that outlines,
by month, the necessary
maintenance functions to be
performed.
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CRC asked the peer cities if they have computerized maintenance management systems:
Does your city have a computerized maintenance management system to capture individual
and crew workload data, costs by different variables, complaint tracking, and other metrics?
Yes

5

No

4

Alpena, Cadillac (Operator 10-Antoro), St. Joseph (BS&A complaint tracker), and Traverse City
(Cityworks) use computerized maintenance management systems.

Distribution Valve Exercise Program
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that Manistee should implement a valve exercise program:
Best Practices

Strengths

Distribution valves are exercised
routinely. Distribution valves 10”
or larger are exercised each year;
valves 8” or smaller are exercised
on a two-year cycle.

The Department has identified
this as a need.

Improvement Opportunities
The Department has not implemented a valve exercise program.

CRC asked about distribution valve exercise programs in the peer cities:
Has your city implemented a distribution valve exercise program?
Yes

4

No

3

How often?
Annually

2

Bi-Annually

0

Other

2

Alpena, Springfield, St. Joseph, and Traverse City have distribution valve exercise programs.
Alpena and Traverse City exercise the valves annually. Springfield and St. Joseph use other
schedules. Petoskey reported that they do some valve exercises, but are normally very reactive
in this practice. Ludington is starting to work on this.

Catch Basin Cleaning
Matrix Consulting Group suggested that catch basins should be cleaned annually:
Best Practices
Catch basins are cleaned annually.

Strengths

Improvement Opportunities

The Department of Public Works
has staff assigned to catch basin
cleaning throughout the year.
The goal is to clean each catch
basin annually.

Formal data are not tracked with
respect to percentage cleaned
per year.
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CRC asked if the peer cities track the number of catch basins cleaned each year:
Do you track the number of catch basins cleaned each year?
Yes

7

No

2

If yes, what percent of catch basins are cleaned each year?
Manistee

25.0%

Albion

20.0%

Alpena

20.0%

Cadillac

10.0%

Petoskey

50.0%

St. Joseph

50.0%

Traverse City

75.0%

Average

37.5%

Median

35.0%

Albion, Alpena, Cadillac, Petoskey, St. Joseph, and Traverse City actively track the number of
catch basins cleaned each year.
Some of the peer cities are more aggressive in cleaning catch basins than others. Ideally, the
average and median would have been weighted by the number of catch basins in each city.
These values are simple calculations using the averages reported by each city.

CRC Observations
The 2005 CRC survey found that water and sewer services rank among the top services for
which communities collaborate. Because of the necessary capital expense in constructing and
operating water and sewer systems, communities often find it cost effective to spread the cost
across a wider geographic area than is often offered by any single jurisdiction.
The current challenge is to operate the system in the most efficient manner possible and to
maintain the infrastructure to avoid major expenses for upkeep. The Matrix Consulting Group
recommendations are geared at this goal.
Having already constructed Manistee’s water and sewer system, it will be a challenge to now
make it a multi-jurisdiction system. At a minimum, the elected and administrative heads of Manistee need to make it known to the surrounding communities that the city is predisposed to
extending the system beyond its borders.
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Refuse Collection
Manistee is struggling with the concept of whether refuse collection should be a basic city service (and thus should be supported through property taxes) or viewed as a utility-based service
(and funded through user fees according to the amount of service utilized).
Matrix Consulting Group recommended an information gathering exercise to make a betterinformed decision on the appropriate service approach for refuse collection:
Recommendation: Information received from these responses should be utilized for
making the policy decision on the appropriate service approach for Manistee in handling
refuse collection and whether to treat this as a basic city service or a “utility-based” service where cost is determined by individual use.
CRC asked about the approach used by the peer cities:
Does your city consider refuse collection:
A Basic City Service

2

A Utility-Based Service

3

Hybrid/Other

2

Cadillac, Charlevoix, and Springfield have taken a utility-based approach to providing refuse collection. Ludington and St. Joseph treats refuse collection as a basic city service, levying a 1.75
mill tax for rubbish collection. In Alpena and Traverse City, city residents contract with, and
pay for, the refuse company of their choice. The city is not involved in the program and no city
funds are used to supported the operation. In Albion, refuse collection is performed by a private company with no involvement by the city.

CRC Observations
Many of the cities throughout Michigan that treat refuse collection as a basic city service levy
dedicated millages to fund the cost of this service. As of 2008, the Michigan Department of
Treasury had record of 65 cities levying a dedicated millage for garbage/rubbish/refuse collection (and the Village Grosse Pointe Shores that has since incorporated as a city). Another 17
villages levied a tax for this purpose.
It is a little more difficult to gauge how many more cities treat refuse collection as a basic city
service without levying a dedicated millage for fund the service or how many cities treat refuse
collection as a utility-based service.
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Strategic Planning for the Future
Manistee’s city council has devoted significant energy over the past three years to develop and
update a strategic plan for the City. External to the Matrix Consulting Group work, it was asked
whether the comparable cities have strategic plans. CRC asked the peer cities:
Has your city developed a strategic plan?
Yes

5

No

4

Albion – 2000 comprehensive plan (will need to be updated following 2010 Census)
Alpena – contact city manager
Cadillac – www.cadillac-mi.net
Charlevoix – Land use master plan is in process of revision
Petoskey – www.petoskey.us
St. Joseph – contact community development (269 983-1212)

Resident Surveys
Again external to the Matrix Consulting Group report, there was interest in the use of resident
surveys by the comparable cities. CRC asked:
Does your city survey residents to help with budget direction and create a vision for what
the community should look like?
Yes

3

No

5

Follow up with Cadillac, Charlevoix, Ludington, and St. Joseph.
How are the results folded into the budget process?
Cadillac – via the master plan and annual budgeting process
St. Joseph – Survey every 4 years. Results provide direction to overall budget goals and capital
projects

Financial Forecasts
The use of revenue and expenditure trends forecasts among the peer cities was another point
of interest. CRC asked:
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Are revenue and expenditure trends forecast to create a financial outlook beyond the current year?
Yes

6

No

2

The cities using trend forecasts include: Cadillac, Charlevoix, Springfield, St. Joseph, and Traverse City.
How are the results folded into the budget process?
Manistee – complete 3-year financial forecasts used to develop fiscal year budgets
Charlevoix – City budget includes a 5-year future fund projections and Capital Plan
Ludington – used to develop three-year budgets
Springfield – Assumptions are made for long-term changes in expenditures
St. Joseph – The multi-year budget is used to develop the annual budget
Traverse City – Long-term planning for cost containment and utilized for rate increases for water,
sewer and auto parking

Community Measures to become a “Community of Choice”
Related to the efforts to make Manistee a “community of choice,” there were questions about
establishment of a stated vision for the future. CRC asked:
Does your city have a stated vision for the future?
Yes

4

No

5

These cities include Alpena, Cadillac, Charlevoix, and St. Joseph.
Do you use existing measures or have you created your own measures to judge progress toward the vision?
Existing Measures

1

Own Measures

1

The respondents provided little direction on how they measure progress based on this question.
How is progress toward that vision measured?
Alpena – Based on progress of committees assigned to work on the City's 5 bold step areas.
Charlevoix – growth, development trends, economic indicators, press, awards, etc.
Petoskey – city master comprehensive plan – progress on strategies to meet goals and objectives
St. Joseph – Annual goals meeting to evaluate progress, needed changes and the development
of new goals
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Appendix A – Intergovernmental Collaboration
Analysis of results from the CRC survey shows that the economic attributes of the functions and
services are important determinants in identifying services well suited for intergovernmental
collaboration and potential partners for each function or service. The following table shows the
20 functions and services for which all respondents to CRC’s 2005 survey of local governments
indicated commonality in the method of provision.

Self Provision
Most functions/services are performed independently by individual governmental units. The services with the highest percentages of local governments opting for individual provision are
those that are core to the operation of local governments and tend to be labor intensive, such
as tax collection, accounting, elections, payroll, and record keeping, as well as zoning, planning,
and building code enforcement/inspection/permits.

Horizontal Collaboration
Capital intensive services require major expenditures for land, buildings, vehicles, or equipment.
The cost of providing capital intensive services is not directly related to the size of the population or geographic area served. Once a local government has invested in the land, buildings,
vehicles, or equipment to provide capital intensive services, that government often is capable of
serving populations and geographic areas broader than that single government. In economic
terms, this is known as economies of scale. With the capital items in place, the marginal cost to
the government of providing services to additional people or areas is relatively small.
Horizontal collaboration is used most often for the provision of capital intensive services, such
as water provision and treatment, libraries, sanitary sewer treatment, fire prevention, and mass
transit. Horizontal collaboration often carries integration costs for the participating governments. Feasibility studies, legal agreements, service design plans, and other integration costs
for the first couple of years of integrated service provision can lead to higher costs than the aggregate cost of each government providing the service independently. Capital intensive services are geographically sensitive – meaning communities usually must be adjacent to one another and the capital intensive land, buildings, or vehicles must be centrally located for all
participating units to feel that their residents are gaining benefit commensurate to the costs
contributed.
Horizontal collaboration can be threatening to municipal workers and residents and can be the
most difficult form of collaboration to achieve, but the opportunity for significant savings in the
budgets of local governments emanates from achieving economies of scale in the most expensive municipal services – those that require capital assets. Fire protection, water and sewer,
libraries, and public works, to name a few examples, are relatively costly municipal services, so
if municipal officials seek to seek savings, these services provide the greatest opportunities.
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Table 4
Frequency of Self-Provision, Cooperation, and Private Provision, All Survey Respondents
Percent of units that reported self-provision, cooperation and private provision for top 20 responses in each service area
Self-Provision
Function/Service

Horizontal Cooperation
Percent Function/Service

Vertical Cooperation

Percent Function/Service

Private Provision

Percent Function/Service

Percent

Fleet Garage/Storage
Treasury Functions
General Purchasing
Accounting
Zoning Admin/Enforce

90.4%
89.7%
89.0%
88.6%
85.9%

Water Treatment
Library
Sanitary Sewer Treatment
Fire Fighting/Rescue
Public Bus System

52.2%
48.9%
48.1%
42.8%
40.0%

Police Patrol – Marine
Restaurant/Food Regulation
Police Patrol – Helicopter
Jail(s)
Police Patrol – Horse

92.0%
91.5%
91.0%
89.7%
88.8%

Cable Utility
Gas Utility
Broadband Internet Access
Electric Utility
Wireless Internet (Wi-Fi)

92.3%
92.3%
89.7%
88.2%
85.9%

Parking Lots & Structures
Payroll/Benefits
Records/Archives
Tax Collection
Fleet Purchasing

84.7%
84.6%
84.5%
82.8%
82.8%

Stadiums/Arenas
Water Distribution
Sanitary Sewerage Collect
Fire Fighter Training
Building Inspection

38.0%
37.3%
34.8%
33.8%
33.3%

Crime Laboratory
Air Quality Regulation
Detention Center(s)
Septic Permitting
Well Permitting

88.5%
87.3%
85.8%
81.1%
80.5%

Non-Res Waste Collection
Surveying
Engineering
Attorney/Legal Services
Res Waste Collection

76.3%
73.4%
70.4%
69.3%
68.2%

Parking Meters
Document Destruction
Building Security
Records and Reporting
Playgrounds

82.8%
82.1%
76.9%
73.6%
72.8%

Community Pool
Dial-a-Ride
Haz/Mat Response
Community Theater
Fire Hydrant Maintenance

32.3%
31.6%
30.7%
29.9%
29.2%

Soil Quality & Conservation
Erosion Control Structures
Animal Control
District Court
Water Qlty & Conservation

80.0%
79.5%
79.0%
77.8%
74.1%

Hospitals/Clinics
Golf Course(s)
Recycling
Landfill/Resource Recovery
Vehicle Maintenance

55.7%
53.5%
52.4%
50.9%
39.1%

29.1%
28.8%
28.6%
25.1%
22.9%

Canine Unit
Environmental Education
Traffic Signs and Signals
Watershed Management
Public Safety – 911/Radio

70.8%
66.9%
66.9%
65.4%
64.2%

Community Theater
Website Development
Street Lights
Mgmt Information Systems
Entertainment Facilities

38.1%
36.5%
34.8%
33.9%
32.1%

Building Code Enforcement 71.8% Fire Investigations
Cemetery Services
71.7% Ambulance/EMS
Parks
68.3% Zoos
Janitorial Services
66.4% Senior Center
Building Permits
66.3% Airports

Source: Catalog of Local Government Services, CRC Memo 1079, September 2005, www.crcmich.org/PUBLICAT/2000s/2005/catalog.html.
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Vertical Collaboration
Technically intensive functions and services require for their provision persons with advanced
college degrees or professional certification. While most governmental functions and services
require at least a basic level of training, functions that require persons with specialized academic training or that have been recognized in their fields through a professional certification
program tend to cost more because of the higher compensation levels those persons can command in the public and private sectors. As with capital intensive services, once local governments have invested in the employment of people with specialized technical expertise, they may
have assets capable of serving populations and geographic areas broader than their individual
local government. In economic terms, this is known as economies of skill. With the professional
staff member employed, the marginal cost to the governmental unit of providing services to additional people or areas is relatively small.
Vertical collaboration is reported most frequently for specialized police functions, criminal justice
functions and the courts, crime labs, roads, animal control, environmental, and building regulation services. Some of these functions, especially criminal justice, the courts, and road maintenance, reflect legislative or constitutional provisions that require high degrees of county involvement and thus, institutionalize vertical collaboration.1
Vertical collaboration tends to be easier to accomplish than horizontal collaboration. Because
the person(s) with the technical skills provides the opportunity for economies of skill, and that
person can be located nearly anyplace near the participating units, location is not vital. In fact,
local governments need not be contiguous to benefit from vertical collaboration. The local governments and the county share a mutual interest in the efficient performance of government
functions through vertical collaboration, but horizontal collaboration requires local government
officials to surrender some level of control and participation by one unit of government comes
at the risk of helping to make the neighboring unit of government a more attractive place to live
and to compete for business.
The potential to achieve savings through vertical collaboration is not as great as the potential
savings obtainable by horizontally collaborating on capital intensive services. This simply stems
from the fact that the cost of capital assets is usually greater than the cost of employing persons with specialized skills.
Contrasted with capital intensive and technically intensive services are labor intensive services,
for which the economies are different from those of capital or technically intensive services.
The amount of staff needed to provide labor intensive services is directly related to variables
such as the geographic size of the governmental unit or the population to be served, and the

1

The inclusion of roads and courts among the services with high levels of vertical collaboration can be explained by
state laws that institutionalize these vertical relationships. The advent of the Great Depression in the 1930s left
many townships unable to fund road maintenance. State laws expanded the role of county road commissions to include care of township roads. Only one township has since returned to the role of caring for its own roads. Similarly, adoption of the 1963 Michigan Constitution mandated certain changes in the structure of the state judiciary.
Specifically, Article VI, Section 26, required that the offices of circuit court commissioner and justice of the peace be
abolished and a court or courts of limited jurisdiction be created by the legislature. Public Act 154 of 1968 carried
out that mandate and vested control of court districts with the legislature. These services were excluded from the
analysis.
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consequence of consolidating is simply to combine the geographic areas and populations of the
participating jurisdictions with little or no resulting savings.

Indirect Collaboration
The services commonly provided through indirect collaboration tend to require either significant
capital investment – utilities, Internet access, and solid waste collection – or technical expertise
– engineering, surveying, legal services, and information technology. Private providers also provide labor intensive services, such as janitorial or security services. The cost of providing these
services can be greater for local governments because they do not have alternative work during
down periods, but private firms can move staff across jurisdictions to meet demand. Michigan
local governments heavily rely upon private providers for utility provision, Internet access, solid
waste collection, engineering and surveying, and legal services.

Responses from Smaller Cities
Results of the survey were broken down by type of local government and by population size.
Responses were received from 31 cities with populations between 5,000 and 10,000. Of those
31, only nine would readily be classified as suburban cities with little direct comparability to Manistee. The other 22 cities are single incorporated jurisdictions surrounded by townships with
varying levels of density and service provision.
The following table shows the most frequently reported functions and services by delivery
method for these smaller cities alters the lists, but the patterns of service delivery discussed
above for all responding jurisdictions holds up for smaller cities. Unlike the 20 most frequently
cited services for all respondents, for which no services appear on more than one list, on this
list of 20 most frequently citied services for smaller cities some services appear on multiple lists.
These cities have found multiple methods of providing some services to be optimal.

Self Provision
The functions and services most frequently self provided are those core to the functioning of
the city — maintenance of city records; treasury; accounting; and payroll — for which there is
no readily apparent partner — police protection; water metering/billing; and parking lots — or
that give the cities their identity — zoning; building permits; and playgrounds.

Horizontal Collaboration
The cities collaborate with neighboring communities for municipal services that require a high
level of capital investment; for buildings, vehicles, equipment, or other infrastructure. These
include water and sewer services; libraries; fire protection; senior and community centers; and
public transportation.

Vertical Collaboration
The cities rely on their counties to provide some capital intensive services related to the ability
of the counties to efficiently perform those services — jails; courts; detention centers; animal
control; and road signs and signals — but the other services require a person or persons with
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advanced education to perform the requisite tasks — restaurant inspections; environmental
programs; public safety dispatch centers; disaster planning; and computer GIS systems.

Indirect Collaboration
The cities rely on private providers for services for which the workload would not justify the
level of compensation required to employ people of that skill set — surveying; legal services;
engineering; and website management — or for which the private sector is better suited to provide services over a wide geographic area — refuse collection; gas, cable, and electric utilities;
ambulance, and hospitals.
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Table 5
Frequency of Self-Provision, Cooperation, and Private Provision, Responses of Cities between 5,000 and 10,000
Population
Percent of units that reported self-provision, cooperation and private provision for top 20 responses in each service area
Self-Provision
Function/Service

Horizontal Cooperation
Percent Function/Service

Vertical Cooperation

Percent Function/Service

Private Provision

Percent Function/Service

Percent

Police Street Patrol
100%
Fire Hydrant Maintenance
96%
Code Enforcement
92%
Zoning Admin and Enforce 92%
Police Bike Patrol
91%

Water Treatment
Sanitary Sewer Treatment
Library
Fire Fighting/Rescue
Senior Center

44%
41%
39%
35%
31%

Restaurant/Food Regulation
Jail(s)
District Court
Detention Center(s)
Crime Laboratory

88%
78%
65%
63%
63%

Surveying
Attorney/Legal Services
Res Refuse Collection
Engineering
Recycling

87%
79%
75%
67%
65%

Municipal Records/Archives
Treasury Functions
Winter Road Maintenance
Accounting
Payroll/Benefits

88%
88%
88%
88%
85%

Haz/Material Hand & Resp
911/Radio Comm
Community/Rec Center(s)
Ambulance/EMS
Community Pool

31%
28%
28%
28%
27%

Animal Control
Animal Licenses (dogs, etc.)
Erosion Control Structures
Soil Quality & Conservation
911/Radio Communications

56%
52%
52%
47%
44%

Non-Res Refuse Collection
Gas Utility
Cable Utility
Landfill/Resource Recovery
Broadband Internet Access

63%
63%
63%
58%
54%

Purchasing
Water Metering/Billing
Playgrounds
Purchasing
Garage/Storage

85%
85%
85%
85%
85%

Water Distribution
Sanitary Sewer Collection
Fire Fighter Training
Staff Training/Pro Dvpmt
Dial-a-Ride

26%
23%
23%
22%
21%

Emergency/Disaster Plan
Canine Unit
Air Quality Regulation
Fire Investigations
Watershed Management

43%
41%
40%
39%
39%

Rd Const/Improvement
Electric Utilities
Janitorial Services
Sdwk Const/Maintenance
Street Lights

50%
50%
48%
44%
42%

Detectives/Crime Invest
Parking Lots/Structures
Elections Records/Reporting
Police Foot Patrol
Building Permits

85%
83%
81%
78%
76%

Emergency/Disaster Plan
Elections Administration
Storm Water Treatment
Public Bus System
Fire Inspection

20%
20%
19%
19%
19%

Water Quality/Conserv
Geo Information Systems
Haz/Material Hand & Resp
Mediation/Dispute Resol
Road Signs/Signals

38%
36%
33%
33%
31%

Wireless Internet (Wi-Fi)
Ambulance/EMS
Printing Municipal Docs
Hospitals/Clinics
Website Dvpmt/Mgmt

42%
38%
36%
36%
34%

Source: Catalog of Local Government Services, CRC Memo 1079, September 2005, www.crcmich.org/PUBLICAT/2000s/2005/catalog.html.
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Peer Cities
Manistee’s peer cities were asked to complete the form used for CRC’s 2005 survey. The following discussion attempts point out significant trends and to highlight functions and services
that were the subject of benchmarking in the discussion above.

Payroll/Benefits
All of the peer cities reported playing a direct role in payroll and benefits. Traverse City depends on Grand Traverse County to perform a role for this function, and Alpena and Cadillac
contract with private companies for some portion of this function.

Solid Waste Collection
The peer cities rely heavily on private companies to collect garbage from residential and nonresidential properties.

Code Enforcement
All of the peer cities reported that code enforcement is a core service that is performed by their
own municipal employees, but several cities in their responses to questions suggested that this
cannot continue as the status quo. As these cities cut back on funding and staffing this function, alternative methods of performing this function will have to be explored.

Police and Fire Training
Accreditation of the police and fire departments was an issue raised by Matrix. The peer cities
report that almost half of their police and firefighter training was provided outside of their departments, either by the state, by a special authority, or by private providers.
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a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

(1) Document Services:
Printing of Municipal Documents

83.3%

16.7%

Records/Archives

83.3%

16.7%

Document Destruction

72.7%

27.3%

Other

100%

(2) Human Resources:
Training/Professional Development

45.0%

Payroll/Benefits

71.4%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%
7.1%

40.0%

Property Assessing

63.6%

18.2%

Treasury Functions

100%

Tax Collection

81.8%

Accounting

100%

Purchasing

100%

21.4%

(3) Fiscal Services:

9.1%

9.1%

9.1%

9.1%

(4) Information Technology:
Management Information Systems

46.2%

Geographic Information Systems

50.0%

Website Development/Management

66.7%

8.3%

7.7%

46.2%

16.7%

25.0%

6.7%

26.7%

(5) Elections:
Elections Administration

81.8%

9.1%

9.1%

Records and Reporting

81.8%

9.1%

9.1%
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a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

(6) Buildings and Grounds:
Building Security

66.7%

8.3%

25.0%

Janitorial Services

61.5%

7.7%

30.8%

Cemetery Services

100%

Mosquito/Moth/Insect Control

33.3%

66.7%

Other

100%

(7) Fleet Services:
Purchasing

100%

Vehicle Maintenance

64.3%

Garage/Storage

81.8%

7.1%

28.6%

9.1%

9.1%

Other

100%

(8) Refuse Collection:
Solid Waste Collection:
Residential

10.0%

10.0%

80.0%

Non-Residential

28.6%

14.3%

57.1%

Recycling

11.1%

Landfill/Resource Recovery

22.2%

22.2%

44.4%

20.0%

20.0%

60.0%

(9) Building Regulation:
Building Permits

58.3%

25.0%

16.7%

Building Inspection

54.5%

27.3%

18.2%

Code Enforcement

100%

Well Permitting

33.3%
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Septic Permitting

33.3%

33.3%

33.3%

30.8%

30.8%

a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

(10) Police:
911/Radio Communications

23.1%

7.7%

7.7%

Officer Training

58.8%

11.8%

Street

83.3%

8.3%

Bike

100%

Foot

100%

Horse

50.0%

Marine

33.3%

5.9%

23.5%

Patrol/Emergency Response:
8.3%

50.0%
16.7%
7.7%

16.7%

33.3%

7.7%

7.7%

12.5%

25.0%
21.4%

Detectives/Crime Investigations

76.9%

Canine Unit

62.5%

Emergency & Disaster Response Planning

35.7%

35.7%

7.1%

Crime Laboratory

16.7%

8.3%

66.7%

8.3%

(11) Corrections:
Jail(s)

9.1%

Detention Center(s)

9.1%

81.8%

14.3%

85.7%

(12) Animal Services:
Animal Licenses (dogs, etc.)

10.0%

20.0%

Animal Control

70.0%
80.0%
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56.3%

6.3%

12.5%

Fire Fighting/Rescue

81.8%

9.1%

9.1%

Ambulance/EMS

33.3%

16.7%

8.3%

Hazardous Material Handling and Response

50.0%

a private provider

Investigations

a special authority

8.3%

another municipality

83.3%

the county

Fire Hydrant Maintenance

Has this service provided by:

the state

8.3%

58.8%

the county

75.0%

Training

a school district

Also provides this service
to another community

Inspection

another municipality

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

5.9%

17.6%

(13) Fire:
8.3%
5.9%

8.3%

11.8%

8.3%

7.1%

18.8%

6.3%

8.3%
7.1%

7.1%

8.3%

7.1%

25.0%
21.4%

(14) Community and Economic Development:
Zoning Administration and Enforcement

100%

Engineering

54.5%

45.5%

Surveying

10.0%

90.0%

Community Planning and Development

69.2%

Business Retention/Expansion

53.8%

Business Licensing

87.5%

15.4%

20.0%
20.0%

Promotion/Tourism

30.0%

23.1%
15.4%

12.5%

Restaurant/Food Regulation
Public Convention Center

7.7%
15.4%

70.0%

10.0%
80.0%

10.0%

30.0%

30.0%

(15) Legal/Judicial Services:
Attorney/Legal Services

36.4%

63.6%

District Court
Mediation or Dispute Resolution

100%
11.1%
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a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

(16) Roads and Bridges:
Construction/Improvement

36.4%

63.6%

Maintenance

81.8%

18.2%

Winter Maintenance

90.9%

9.1%

Signs and Signals

60.0%

26.7%

Street Lights

56.3%

6.7%

6.7%

6.3%

37.5%

(17) Sidewalk and Curb:
Construction and Maintenance

50.0%

50.0%

Roadside Mowing

83.3%

16.7%

Beautification

71.4%

7.1%

21.4%

Other

(18) Utilities:
Water and Sewer:
Water:
Treatment

60.0%

26.7%

6.7%

6.7%

Distribution

60.0%

26.7%

6.7%

6.7%

7.1%

7.1%

7.1%

7.1%

Sanitary Sewer:
Collection

64.3%

21.4%

Treatment

57.1%

21.4%

7.1%

Storm Water:
Management

90.9%

Collection

100%
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Treatment

a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

100%

Water Metering and Billing

69.2%

15.4%

15.4%

Electric

40.0%

10.0%

50.0%

(19) Parking Services:
Lots and Structures

90.0%

10.0%

Meters

83.3%

16.7%

(20) Internet Services:
Broadband

100%

Wireless Internet (Wi-Fi)

100%

(21) Transit Services:
Public Bus System
Dial-a-Ride

28.6%

(22) Airport(s)

28.6%

14.3%

33.3%

66.7%

14.3%

42.9%

14.3%

28.6%

14.3%

12.5%

50.0%

12.5%

12.5%

22.2%

11.1%

11.1%

11.1%

12.5%

12.5%

12.5%

25.0%

25.0%

12.5%

12.5%

14.3%

42.9%

14.3%

(23) Environmental Services:
Soil Quality and Conservation

12.5%

Water Quality and Conservation

44.4%

Watershed Management

25.0%

12.5%

Air Quality Regulation

80.0%

Erosion Control Structures

50.0%

Environmental Education

14.3%

14.3%

20.0%

14.3%

(24) Health Services:
Hospitals/Clinics

28.6%
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a private provider

a special authority

another municipality

the county

Has this service provided by:

the state

the county

a school district

another municipality

Also provides this service
to another community

Directly provides this
service

Jointly provides this service with:

(25) Parks and Recreation:
Park(s)

76.9%

7.7%

15.4%

Playgrounds

83.3%

8.3%

8.3%

Community/Recreation Center(s)

36.4%

18.2%

18.2%

9.1%

9.1%

Senior Center

50.0%

10.0%

20.0%

10.0%

10.0%

Forestry Services

66.7%

11.1%

11.1%

Golf Course(s)

25.0%
12.5%

25.0%

9.1%

11.1%

75.0%

Community Pool

37.5%

Trails

100%

Beach Facilities

87.5%

Marina/Port Facilities

75.0%

Other

100%

25.0%

12.5%
25.0%

(26) Cultural Services:
Museum/Art Gallery

12.5%

Library

12.5%
10.0%

20.0%

10.0%

75.0%

60.0%

Community Theater

100%

Stadium(s)/Arena(s)

50.0%

Entertainment Facilities

33.3%

25.0%

25.0%
66.7%

(27) Facilities
Office Space

85.7%

14.3%

Storage Space

85.7%

14.3%

Work Space

85.7%

14.3%
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